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TOP 3: Falcons finish 
third at All-Ohio indoor 
track championships, 
while two BG athletes 
win individually; PAGE 10 
Addressing 
upcoming 
changes 
USG, students discuss 
future OneCard system, 
new required health plan 
By Candice Jones 
REPORTER 
Rumors that the BIG Charge was dis- 
appearing could be laid lo res!, after 
last night's Undergraduate Student 
Government meeting. 
The issue was the future "Campus 
OneCard" system. University admin- 
istrator Jeff Nelson made a guest 
appearance at the meeting to explain 
the system and answer questions. 
Nelson is the chair of the OneCard 
steering committee and director of 
the University Bookstore. 
OneCard is the system that will 
replace the way students use their 
ID's for payment. 
Currently, the University uses a 
payment system called Diebold to 
run point-of-sale at places like dining 
halls where student ID's are used to 
pay for food. Now that Diebold will he 
going out of business, the University 
was forced to choose a new system. 
That is where OneCard comes 
in. With the new system, the 
University hopes to expand stu- 
dent payment options. 
It is called OneCard because the 
system deals with more than just 
meal plans, according to Nelson. 
"There are a whole lot of options 
USG,PAGE 6 
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Depression on V-Day 
Holiday may create negative reminder for singles, raises 
expectations for couples — possibly leading to disappointment 
By Lisa Hahretstatlt 
REPORTER 
Itor singles. Pel). 14 isn't necessarily about candy hearts 
and holding hands — for some, it's about loneliness. 
While sad faces aren't often featured in Valentine's 
Day commercials, many singles think of the holiday 
as a harsh reminder that they don't have someone to 
be their valentine. 
By ignoring the unattached, the holiday discrim- 
inates against singles, according to Gary Lee, a 
professor and chair of the University's sociology 
department. 
"It assumes you have a significant other and if 
you don't, you're left out," he said, "It's a reminder to 
unpartnered |K'ople that people with partners are 
celebrating." 
Paul Kleeman, a senior who is single, doesn't 
look forward to Feb.14. 
"I think it sucks, but it's better if you're in 
a relationship than not," he said. 
But less I larder, another single senior, 
said being in a relationship last year didn't 
make her lioliday any better. 
After she told him she didn't care about 
gifts, her now ex-boyfriend didn't even 
acknowledge the holiday. 
"Everybody says you feel different labout 
Valentine's Day) if you're in a relationship — I 
disagree." she said, adding that last year was her 
worst yet. 
Contributing to this are media images, which 
can raise expectations about the holiday and cause 
disappointment for both singles and couples, said 
Becky' Davenport, a psychologist at the University's 
Counseling Center. 
"IPeoplel may start to diink 'wliat am I doing 
wrong,'" she said. 
She said if students feel ovenvhelmed or lonely, 
Uiey may begin to withdraw from friends, but com- 
panionship is most critical at this time. 
In order to lighten the mood. Harder and her girl- 
friends go out to dinner together every Valentine's Day 
dressed in festive outfits. 
She looks forward to eating with her friends and 
poking fun at the holiday again this year with a group 
of girls, rather than with a significant other. 
Odier singles mock the holiday 
in other ways. 
The Women's Chorus is hosting a Singles 
Awareness Raffle rather than selling baked goods 
for Valentine's Day. 
"We wanted to make a joke out of it." said Kiltie 
Hartman, a sophomore member of the choms. 
Their table in the Union, complete with an iPod 
playing bitter love songs and a black sign featur- 
ing a broken heart, has been especially successful, 
she said. 
"It catches people's attention if they don't have a sig- 
nificant other," I Liituiaii said, "lilts of people laugh 
when they walk by." 
But not all students can laugh about their 
single status. 
DEPRESSION, PAGE 2 
Rivalry results in vandalism 
Jordan Flmnr BGNews 
VANDALIZING SIGNS: Students were shocked at spray-painted messages found yesterday morning on campus. 
Around 3 a.m. Sunday night 4 UT students were questioned by police for being on campus so late. 
UT students allegedly 
spray-painted 'BG sucks' 
around campus Sunday 
By Jacqueline Rabe 
REP0RIER 
Rivalry between the University 
of Toledo and BGSU has always 
existed, but BGSU's campus 
police chief said he never expect- 
ed it to be taken this far. 
The Rocket logo for UT and 
the slogan "BG Sucks" was spray- 
painted in blue and yellow, UT 
colors, on-campus at nine dif- 
ferent locations early Sunday 
morning. 
"This type of rivalry is normally 
done to the Spirit Rock which 
is not considered vandalism," 
Police Chief lim Wiegand said. 
"And nothing of substantial dam- 
age normally occurs from this 
rivalry." 
VANDALISM. PAGE 6 
Student groups 
fight to 
Focusing on students, multicultural issues 
Dep. of ethnic studies 
meets with potential 
dean candidate 
By Dan Myers 
REP0R1ER 
About 20 faculty and students 
in the University's ethnic stud- 
ies department met yesterday 
afternoon in the Union with a- 
candidate who may become the 
department's new dean. 
Larry Shinagawa, a professor 
at Ithaca College in New York, 
said what he'd do if he's hired 
during a question-and-answer 
session that came after an hour- 
long presentation. 
As dean, Shinagawa said he 
would encourage students to 
work in die community outside 
an internship hire faculty trained 
in specific ethnicities to teach new 
courses and possibly 
create a master's degree 
within the department. 
"Realize that I feel 
very strongly about eth- 
nic studies," he said. "It 
has the power to change 
people's lives." 
In an interview after- 
ward, Shinagawa said he 
wants to increase student 
engagement. 
"You'll   find   in  me 
someone who has a lot of experi- 
ence but also someone who's very 
concerned with students." he said. 
LARRY 
SHINAGAWA 
During his presentation, which 
focused  on  Asian  Americans 
as they relate to ethnic studies, 
Shinagawa  touched  on  three 
issues that he said should 
be   researched   more 
extensively by scholars in 
his field. 
The first is to acknowl- 
edge that many edmic 
studies debates were 
begun in the 1960s and 
need to be evolved. 
"We're    still    living 
with the legacy of colo- 
nized minority," he said. 
Colonized minorities are 
minorities who immigrated to the 
U.S. generations ago. 
Shinagawa   said   immigrant 
minorities today are "racialized" 
— categorized with all others of 
their race — but do not share the 
same history and experience of 
minorities who have lived in the 
U.S. for generations. 
The second issue Shinagawa 
outlined had to do with a "pro- 
cess of culturation" — minorities 
becoming Americanized after 
emigration. 
"There is some retrogression |of 
their culturel," he said. "It leads to 
them becoming part of the main- 
stream." 
Not enough emphasis is placed 
on interminority relations, he said, 
as opposed to the emphasis on 
SHINAGAWA, PAGE 2 
Political and activist 
groups form, disperse 
quickly on campus 
By Megan Schmidt 
REPORTER 
With more than 300 existing 
campus organizations, it isn't 
hard for most students to find 
at least one group that speaks 
to them. 
That is, unless the student 
is looking to join a political 
activist or awareness group 
— then the search becomes 
more difficult. 
The past decade at the 
University has witnessed both 
the formation — and the 
demise — of dozens of politi- 
cally-oriented campus orga- 
nizations. Groups like Reach 
Out, Conservative Student 
Publications and local chap- 
ters of associations like the 
National Organization for the 
Reform of Marijuana laws 
(NORML) and the American 
Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) 
were once registered, funded 
student organizations. 
But today, none of these orga- 
nizations exists at BGSU. 
Even though, new organiza- 
tions crop up each year, the 
University can't seem to devel- 
op new groups as quickly as 
remain 
they lose old ones, 
Brian Dixon, political action 
chair for the Latino Student 
Union, said the dwindling 
number of options offered 
for political expression leaves 
somediing to be desired for die 
student community. 
"As far as groups to get 
involved with, you have your 
College Democrats, your College 
Republicans and you have USG 
on a more local level," he said. 
"There does seem to be a void 
for politically-oriented groups." 
But Dixon said the problem 
might be that although organi- 
zations exist that cater to activ- 
ism, students might not know 
anything about them — for a 
number of reasons. 
"If |the organizations! are out 
there, they are not well-known, 
promoted or just not very 
active," he said. 
But in the case of Reach Out, 
a group which former president 
Jeff Nolish said, "stemmed out 
of the desire to lend a hand to 
the less fortunate and under- 
privileged," the organization 
failed to recruit new members 
this year for a whole other rea- 
son. 
It no longer exists. 
In its recent history, Reach 
POLITICAL GROUPS PAGE 2 
NOEPLEADS NOTGUILTYTO 
53 NEW CHARGES: The former 
BGSU Trustee was jailed yesterday 
on $500,000 bail, capping a 10- 
month investigation into Ohio's 
Bureau of Worker's Comp.; PAGE 5 
FOUR-DAY FORECAST    WEDNES0AY 
The four-day forecast is taken 
from weathcr.com 
Cloudy High:41' 
Low: 37' 
THURSDAY 
JMft Showers High:51" 
Low: 29' 
SATURDAY 
Mosdy     High: 24' 
Cloudy     Low: 15" 
FOR ALL THE NEWS VISIT WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
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Bald eagles make a come-back 
in Ohio, thanks to state efforts 
Environmental 
pollution, 'progress' 
may still limit eagles 
By Laura Collins 
Rf PORTER 
In 1969 that were only four 
breeding pairs of bald eagles 
in Ohio, the national icon had 
nearly been wiped out within 
the state. Hut today there are over 
125 breeding pairs due to the 
efforts of the Ohio Department 
ol Natural Resources. 
Mark Shieldcastlc, a biologist 
with the division of wildlife in 
the ODNR. spoke on saving and 
restoring Ohio's bald eagle pop- 
ulation as part of the College 
of Arts and Sciences Forum 
lecture Lunch Series. He 
explained some of the reasons 
for the decline of bald eagles 
and what the state has done to 
reverse it. 
Since bald eagles are spa- 
tially dependent, as the wet- 
lands turned into cement and 
gravel, the eagles began to 
die down, Shieldcastlc said. 
Contaminants also contributed 
to the species' decline because 
they negatively affected repro- 
duction in the eagles. 
As a result, a national program 
was developed to save the eagles, 
a game plan that involved giving 
them time to change and adapt. 
"The birds needed to learn to 
adapt to humans," Shieldcastlc 
said. That pristine habitat is not 
coming back." 
I he program began with 
educating the public about the 
seriousness of the problem and 
about the Endangered Species 
Act and the Eagle Act of 1940, 
which protected the birds. 
"If you walk by a nest and 
cause the eagle to fly out, tech- 
nically you have broken two 
federal laws." Shieldcastle said. 
I te added that they don't nec- 
essarily enforce it to that level, 
but it's important for the pub- 
lic to know how protected the 
birds are. 
Ihey also began creating artifi- 
cial nest bases. Since eagle nests 
can weigh hundreds of pounds, 
there aren't as many trees any- 
more that can hold the nests 
safely, Shieldcastle said. 
One of the most success- 
ful ways the eagle population 
began recovering was due to 
fostering, a process that involves 
taking a young eagle that was 
bom in captivity and placing 
it in an eagle nest in the wild. 
Shieldcastle said that while this 
usually confused the eagle in the 
wild, eventually instinct would 
take over and the adult would 
feed and care for the young. 
As a result of these efforts, 
Ohio's population of bald eagles 
is continually growing with 125 
breedingnests reported last year 
and II new pairs accounted for 
this year, Shieldcastle said. 
They also plan to continue 
monitoring eagle nests and 
established the Volunteer Nest 
Monitoring Program, a first in 
the nation, where Ohio citi- 
zens can help by watching and 
reporting the behavior of the 
birds. 
Shieldcastle said that one of 
his biggest concerns right now 
and for the future is making 
sure the eagles adapt to the 
changing habitat. 
"We can't protect this bird for- 
REAO MORE ABOUT THE BALD EAGLES' 
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ever," Shieldcastle said. "It has 
to learn to live with humans." 
But for now, Shieldcastle said 
the state has no plans to back 
off anytime soon. They still 
plan to continue observing the 
productivity and health of the 
birds, as well as their interac- 
tion with other species. 
Donald Nieman, dean of the 
College of Arts and Sciences, 
said the topic is part of the lec- 
ture series because he believes 
the bald eagle population is a 
very important issue to address. 
He added that the purpose of 
the lecture series is to talkabout 
issues that are important and of 
general concern. 
Lisa Toich, a senior at the 
University, attended the lecture 
because she was interested in 
what was being done to protect 
Ohio's eagles. 
"I knew there was a recovery 
plan for the eagles," Toich said. 
"But 1 didn't know what it was 
and I thought this would be a 
good way to learn more." 
Not all down on V-day 
DEPRESSION, FROM PAGE 1 
"We get called all the time 
about relationships," said Molly 
Whelan, a social worker who 
' answers calls at The Link, a 24- 
hour crisis hotline in Bowling 
Green. "People don't just want a 
relationship on Feb. 14." 
Meanwhile, she emphasized 
that loneliness associated with 
any holiday is different from 
depression. 
"loneliness is a desire and a 
want to be in a couple and have 
the benefits of it," she said, noting 
that depression is more serious. 
According to Whelan, depres- 
sion isn't easy to get over and 
medication is usually required to 
treat it. 
But not all students let 
Valentine's Day get them down. 
Michael Dcfrank, junior, said 
he tries to do something nice for 
the girls in his life every year. Last 
year, he made chocolate-cov- 
ered strawberries for some single 
friends in a sorority who didn't 
have valentines. 
"It means more to the girls than 
guys and I like surprising them," 
he said. 
Freshman Erik Soto also enjoys 
celebrating 
This year, he will take a girt he's 
dating to an ethnic restaurant. On 
Some groups burn bright, but die  Cultures multifaceted 
POLITICAL GROUPS, FROM PAGE 1 
Out members came together to 
attend local rallies against the 
war in Iraq, and traveled to the 
Republican NationalConvention 
to protest what they deemed an 
unfair administration. But the 
organization actually dates back 
to the 1980s, when it formed to 
educate the University commu- 
nity about apartheid in South 
Africa. 
Reach Out — which peaked 
at about 40 members — called 
it quits when Nolish realized he 
and the majority of its mem- 
bers were graduating or leav- 
ing Howling Green. The group 
reached a consensus to officially 
disband in May 2005. 
But other groups, such 
as Conservative Student 
Publications — which is best 
known lor writing and distrib- 
uting its conservative news 
magazine the Renegade Rev lew 
— split not because of loss of 
membership, but primarily due 
to funding issues. 
David Scharfeld, former opin- 
ion ed itor of t he Renegade Review 
and current graduate student at 
the University, said CSP stopped 
the presses because "the paper 
was expensive to operate and 
attempting to sell ad space was 
difficult" for the organization. 
Created in fall-2003, Scharfeld 
said CSP formed to "provide a 
conservative perspective to the 
BGSU community on current 
events and campus issues." 
Scharfeld estimates the group 
of about 20 contributors released 
"about four or five" issues of the 
Renegade Review between Oct. 
2003 and the fall of 2004, when 
the organization ceased to exist. 
Scharfeld said the demise of 
CSP is disappointing because 
its publication provided a per- 
spective other publications and 
professors do not offer students 
— which is one reason he hopes 
a fellow student might restart 
(he organization someday. 
"There are always people 
since then who have wanted the 
Renegade Review to be resur- 
rected, but no one as of yet as 
stepped up to the plate," he said. 
lnthe last five yearsot her clubs 
like the Current Political Issues 
Organization, NORML, ACLU 
and Veg 4 Life have formed and 
just as quickly slipped off the 
extracurricular radar. 
Siudcnts looking to establish, 
or re-establish, campus organiza- 
tions can visit OCI in the Union to 
pick up paperwork on starting up 
their new group. By providing a 
list of chosen officers, an adviser 
who has agreed to oversee the 
organization and the names of 
at least 10 other interested indi- 
viduals, students then get to meet 
with a coordinator for student 
groups to gameplan recruiting 
for the organization. 
SHINAGAWA, FROM PAGE 1 
majority-minority relations. 
Shinagawa's third issue dealt 
with many people feeling an 
allegiance to several cultures at 
once, including race, nationality 
and age. 
"When people say "who are 
you,' they're not only saying 'who 
are you,' they're asking who you 
belong to, who owns you," he 
said. 
Our cultural identities overlap, 
he said, and it's important to rec- 
ognize how that causes people to 
classify themselves. 
After the presentation, lason 
Carrick, a senior ethnic studies 
major who attended, said he Isn't 
sure Shinagawa can make the 
changes he wants to make at 
the University in less than three 
years. 
"1 tliink he did a nice job 
touching on pan-ethnicity and 
making it more evident," Carrick 
said." |But| I tliink putting it on a 
college campus isn't possible in a 
short amount of time." 
He said Shinagawa's focus on 
studying the culture that results 
from two ethnicities combining 
such as lapancse and Chinese 
Americans, conflicts with the 
focus of classes he's taken so far. 
"Most classes I've taken, we've 
studied just one ethnicity at a 
time," Carrick said. "I le's talking 
about not looking at it as (indi- 
vidual] ethnic studies, hut the 
culture that forms when two eth- 
nicities are combined." 
Despite that, Carrick said 
Shinagawa seemed open-mind- 
ed. 
"I can sec him doing a good 
job," he said. 
shinagawa was chosen as a 
candidate because of his schol- 
arly and administrative experi- 
ence, according to Gary lie, a 
professor who temporarily heads 
up the ethnic studies depart- 
ment while the search for a dean 
continues. 
"He's someone who can pro- 
vide leadership to the depar- 
ment," Lee said. 
Shinagawa is one of four final- 
ists being interviewed for the 
position. 
A new dean for the depart- 
ment will be chosen in March, 
Lee said. 
a past Valentine's Day he drove to 
New York to see a girifriend who 
was visiting her grandmother. 
Despite the hours that went 
into that surprise. Soto doesn't see 
himself as the biggest fan of the 
holiday. He said he just appreci- 
ates the opportunity to show oth- 
ers that he cares about them. 
"It's probably one of the only 
days in the year dial you can just 
go all out and shew someone what 
they really mean to you," he said. 
BG NEWS 
BRIEFING 
1HC BG NEWS 
Odd smell prompts 
library evacuation 
Students and roughly 150 
employees were evacuated 
from the Jerome Library yes- 
terday while lire and police 
officials ffacked down the 
source of a "gassy, burning" 
smell. 
Originally reported by a 
library patron at 4:25 p.m.. a 
search of die building found 
the smells source to be an 
overheated motor and fan 
in the ceiling just inside 
the library's entrance way, 
according to Lt. Bill Moorman 
of the Bowling Green Fire 
Department. 
Firemen found a small 
amount of smoke and 
sparks coming from the fan. 
Moorman said. 
Employees waited next door 
in Anderson Arena whDe fire 
and police officials searched 
the library, but some students 
who came to use the library's 
services waited outside in 14 
degree weather. 
Students and employees 
reenteredat5:15pjn. 
Tire-slasher pleads 
not guilty in court 
Andrew Bauman. 20, was 
released yesterday from the 
Wood County lustice Center 
on bond following his video 
arraignment earlier that 
morning. 
Police arrested Bauman 
Sunday on charges of slashing 
the tires of over 20 vehicles on 
die 100 block of Troup Street 
and in the lot behind 724 E. 
WoosterSt. 
Bauman pleaded not guilty 
to criminal endangering, an 
underage alcohol offense and 
obstructing official business. 
He is scheduled to appear 
in court March 1 at 9-30 am. 
.Courees.On.CampusToivOnUine! 
Check out www.Edison0hio.edu or call 1 800-322-3722. eat 7850 for a complete course listing 
WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
STUDENTS PAY MORE FOR COPYRIGHT LAWS 
NEW YORK (U-WIRE) — New enforcement of the 
copyright law protecting public movie screenings will 
cost Columbia University clubs hundreds of dollars 
per showing this semester. As students grapple with 
preexisting budgets to accommodate new fees, there 
has been no agreement on how to alleviate the costs. 
Tuesday. February 14.2006 3 
www.bgnews.com/campus 
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Professor receives 
recognition for 
musical excellence 
BOWLING GREEN — Burton 
Beerman, a professor of com- 
position for the University's 
College of Musical Arts, 
has recieved an Individual 
Excellence Award from the 
Ohio Arts Council. 
'riieavvardoffersa$5,<)00 dol- 
lar prize in the music composi- 
tion program and is intended to 
recognize a wort, for furthering 
the scope of the artistic realm. 
All OAC awards are provided lo 
suuport lor 
an individ- 
ual's artistic 
growth. 
Theworks 
for which 
Beerman 
was rec- 
ognized 
include: BURTON 
"Invisible BEERMAN 
Images" for 
cello, violin, percussion and 
piano and Tikvah: Concert 
of I lope, Ijilightennient and 
Remembrance." 
"Tikvah" is based on mem- 
oirs of I lolocaust survivor Philip 
Markowicz and consists of a 
90-minute mutimedia oratorio 
with music dance and video. It 
premiered in April 2005 dniing 
the I lolocaust Rememberance 
Conference at the University. 
"Invisible Images" was com- 
missioned by the NeXtEns (cq) 
Ensemble from the (ancinnati 
College-! xinservatory of Music 
and in now a part of ensemble's 
repertiore. 
Beerman is also a compos- 
er, clarinetist, video artist and 
computer programmer. 
HOUSESf 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS 
May 2006 Leases 
• 835 5th, 4 bdrm 
S9()0/mo 
August 2006 Leases 
• 239 B Manvillc, I bdrm 
S350/mo 
• 849 6th St., 3 bdrm 
$650/mo 
• (pets allowed in these listings) 
Call 419-352-9392 
for current listing 
FROBOSE RENTALS 
getalifp 
^^■■^^ hltpJ/evcnls.bgsu.edu/ 
SHARING LOVE 
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
90's Soul Dinner Theatre Tickets 
on Sale 
For more inlo contact: Yolanda 
Flores at 372-2642 
Saddlemire 424 
6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 
How to: Paperbag Scrapbook 
Come team how lo make paperbag 
setapbeoks in the Student Union. 
Sign-up at the Union Info Center 
For more info contact: Jessica Lipps 
at lippsj@bgnet.bgsu.edu 
Union 314 
7:30 p.m. 
Film Directors Series: "Chungking 
Express" 
A cult classic, this quirky film 
presents us with two separate 
stories about love and loss. 
For more info contact: Theatre Box 
Office at 372-2719 
Gish Film Theater 
8:00 p.m. 
Worlds In Your Wallet 
Multi-media show in the 
Planetarium. $1 donation 
suggested. 
University Planetarium 
8-11 p.m. 
Speed dating @ the pub 
$5 for girls, $7 lor guys 
For more inlo contact: Celestino 
Carteon at bcarreo@bgsu.edu 
Union Pub 
9:30 p.m. 
Free Movie in the Union: 
"Elizabethtown" 
Union Theater 
Classes help students plan 
Meetings focus on 
better academic 
routines for students 
By Stephanie Spencer 
■fr-oTTEi 
lor college students, stress can 
be a constant shadow through- 
out the day. a reminder that 
there are books to read and 
tests to take. 
But with the help of meet- 
ings like last night's "Surviving 
the Semester: Coping 
Strategies for College Life" 
run by the University's First 
Year Success Series, students 
can learn to cope with a full 
schedule and learn key skills 
to time management 
All audience members were 
attending the meeting to ful- 
fill a requirement for UNIV loo, 
a class dedicated to helping 
freshmen and other first year 
Students learn a positive aca- 
demic routine for college. 
Graduate students Wendy 
logo and lennie Neufeld led 
the meeting and gave exam- 
ples on how t" reduce anxiety 
and appreciate relaxation. 
"Setting too many goals that 
are too high can make work- 
ing to achieve those goals \ ery 
SUCCESS,PAGE 12 
TIPS FOR MAKING 
BETTER USE OF 
YOUR TIME: 
■ Make a schedule: Use a PDA 
or planner 
■ Put EVERYTHING on your 
schedule 
■ Look al your schedule every 
day 
■ Make a to-do list [alongside 
daily tasks) 
■ Prioritize the list 
GRADUATE 
STUDENT HOUSING 
Historic Millikin 
  HOTEL  
Summit Street 
— APARTMENTS — 
• Central downtown location 
• Unfurnished 
• On-site laundry 
•Air conditioned 
• Remodeled units 
• 2 story loft style 
apartments available 
•Efficiences start al 
S345/mo + electric 
• One Bedrooms start at 
S425/mo ♦ electric 
445 E. Wooster • Bowling Green, OH 43402 • 352-0717 
WWW.GREENBRIARRENTALS.COM 
• Furnished 
• Air Conditioned 
•On-site laundry 
• 2 blocks from campus 
• Efficiences 
$315/ mo + electric 
• One Bedroom Apts. 
S400/mo + electric 
VALENTINES    DAY 
esday    February    14th 
"I love you" is still best 
left for flowers to say 
Comptiment yourfloralgift with 
♦ Translucent Chocolates 
♦ (Plusfi 'Animals 
♦ Sinaina, 'Balloons 
■ 
* ."Mountain Meadow "Bath and Body Care 
'All in a convenient gift baajor easy 
jncleuy or 'Delivery in 'Bowling (green 
Special Holiday Hours 
Sun. 12 pm - 3 pm 
Mon. 8:30 am - 6 pm 
Tues. 8 am - 6 pm 
»<S3 VISA 
FLORAL.GIFT 
•906 NAPOLEON RO. -419.353.8381 • 
There's still time to order your 
Valentines Day gifts In BG! 
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CARING: Junior Krislen Boeshart makes valentine cards for senior 
citizens at the Blakely retirement home. Students participated in 
the community service program in Harshman Bromfield. 
klo, tzflorist 
Cleveland Cavaliers Career Fair 
Quicken Loans Arena 
Tuesday. February 21,2006 -14 p.m. 
Meet with personnel from: 
Akron Aeros, Allstate Insurance Company, Clear Channel Radio, Cleveland Browns, Cleveland 
Cavaliers, Cleveland Indians. Cleveland Sports Commission, Columbus Blue Jackets. Detroit 
Pistons. FSN Ohio. Great Lakes Publishing Co., Greater Cleveland YMCA, Kent Slate 
Sport Administration. KONL. Lake County Captains, Mahoning valley Scrappers, Mansfield 
Speedway. MBNA. National Interstate Insurance Company, Ohio Savings Bank. Ohio 
University Division or Sports Administration, Pacers Sports & Entertainment, Quicken Loans 
Arena, Quicken Loans Mortgage Company, Rock and Roll Hall of I ante, Team Work Online, rower 
City Amphitheater. University of Akron Dept. of Sport Science and Wellncss. IT'S, and more to be 
added. 
Meet with representatives from public relations, sales business 
development, marketing, broadcasting, finance, journalism, advertising, 
sports medicine, and more. 
Kind out more about full, pan-time, and seasonal positions, 
internships, and volunteer opportunities. 
Admission to the Career Lair from I -4 pin is included 
in the cost of a game ticket to the Cavaliers game on February 21, 2006 
at 7:00 pm. 
Bring multiple copies of your resume. 
Price Includes: 
•Admission lo Career Fair 
•S35 Value -Upper Level Game Ticket 
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•"All orders of 4 or more tickets will have a Hal S6 handliny fee. 
TOTAL AMOl NTLN(TOSI I) 
li • I M  IMOUNT 
ENCLOSED 
□ Check/Money Order payable lot I I VI I  \M)(  \\ \l II I(S 
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QUOTE 
"I respect the Olympics too much to com- 
pete, and I don't feel I can be at my best." 
Former Olympic figure skater Michelle Kwan 
(^KrtsJuflraKdaro) 
www.bgnews.com/opinion 
OPINION 
STAFF EDITORIAJ 
Vandalism not worth retaliation 
Early Sunday morning, indi- 
viduals spray painted expletives 
on University signs, kiosks and 
sculptures across campus The 
police were able to apprehend 
the suspects, but the damage had 
already been done. 
Addressing the culprits and 
labeling them as delinquents or 
immature isn't necessary, nor will 
it be commented on at length. 
Vandalism is both illegal and a 
pathetic expression of childish- 
ness, but that's generally under- 
stood. 
YOU DECIDE 
Do you think the best form 
of revenge is abstaining 
from it? Send an e-mail to 
thenews@bgnews.com and tell 
us what you think or post feed- 
back on our Web site 
Retaliation, however, is no bet- 
ter. Whether the students were 
from the University of Toledo 
or not. and whether the attacks 
on our campus were response 
to something that might have 
happened up at the University 
of Toledo, the actions can evoke 
negative emotions from both 
sides. If unchecked, these emo- 
tions can lead to equally disturb- 
ing activity, and the result would 
be that our school looks as bad as 
the poor image these individuals 
have painted for our northern 
rivals 
Who's to say that University of 
Toledo students were the ones 
responsible? What if the criminals 
were from some other school? 
What if Central Michigan or 
Buffalo came to the University to 
create controversy here in Ohio? 
By attacking back, we'd look like 
fools, hasty in deciding and ridic- 
ulous in our level of maturity. 
Even if the assailants are from 
the University of Toledo, why 
would we want to emulate 
such low activity? What would 
responding do other than leave 
us vulnerable for another attack? 
All of these questions are rhe- 
torical in nature, but we point 
them out in an effort to paint 
a picture as to what the future 
could look like if anyone from our 
University were to respond. 
Being mad is easy, but being 
able to step away from a situation, 
to analyze what can happen as a 
result and being able to make a 
wise counter-response is a good 
indication of poise and intel- 
ligence. Our University admin- 
istration continues to advocate 
critical thinking and this is the 
perfect example of how carefully 
dissecting the consequences 
of a given situation is better for 
everyone. 
Even though not responding 
to their vandalism seems like a 
sign of weakness, refraining from 
doing so speaks a powerful mes- 
sage to our University "artists." It's 
not a sign of weakness to forgive 
and fbrgcL 
Even though the evidence 
suggests that the vandals could 
be University of Toledo students, 
we are calling for the University 
community to recognize these 
attacks as the workings of indi- 
viduals 
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Relationships should be taught in schools 
DANIELLE 
WINTERS 
Opinion Columnist 
Frank Sinatra once sang that 
love and marriage, love 
and marriage go together 
like a horse and carriage..." 
For someone who envisions 
the perfect love, they might just 
go together. But for someone 
who has experienced the life- 
altering devastation of a broken 
heart, well, the two sometimes 
seem leagues apart 
Love. Both having it and the 
lack of it can either enhance or 
undo what we learn in the years 
before we experience it Maybe 
someone ought to do something 
to teach us about it! 
The standard University cur- 
riculum is so consumed with 
picking the perfect combination 
of general education courses 
that will send us into the world 
successful and well-rounded 
human beings but it's very pos- 
sible they might be overlooking 
an area of life that makes a huge 
impact. 
After all. if we're not suc- 
cessful in our personal lives, 
chances are it will be reflected 
in other aspects of our lives and 
the lives of those we surround 
ourselves with. 
I'm sure we've all either been 
through or observed the process 
of "getting over it," which always 
involves the glazed over look, 
the inability to concentrate, the 
uncontrollable tears that come 
with every I lallmark commercial 
because they always manage to 
hit "that spot" in your heart. 
Most of us think we can figure 
out what makes us happy, and 
that we naturally figure out 
what makes for a happy and 
healthy future, relationship-wise. 
However, after observing many 
relationships, a little dose of 
"I lappy family Life 101" or "How 
to Cope in the Real Wbrid 101." 
Or maybe even a "What am I 
Looking For?" course wouldn't 
hurt either. Ask your friends 
how many of them are already 
on some kind of anti-psychotic 
medicine because the world 
already seems too difficult to 
bear and they're not even out of 
college yet! 
Schools wouldn't even have to 
look that far for a program to fol- 
low. As it turns out. there are a 
lot of people out there who have 
had problems with relationships 
Who knew? 
John Van Epp is the founder 
and director of the RI.C.K. 
or "Premarital Interpersonal 
Choices and Knowledge" pro- 
gram. The program is also 
more simply, and aptly, named 
"No lerks," 
I'm sure plenty of us could 
have used a jerk-deterrent, or at 
least a jerk radar, in our previous 
dating experiences. 
While this program is being 
focused largely on the military 
and how it can benefit our men 
and women returning from war, 
it doesn't take a genius to real- 
ize how beneficial the "No lerks" 
program can be for anyone on 
the dating scene. 
Its benefit to the military is 
evident in these Department 
of Defense figures Stageringly, 
there have been over 56,000 
divorces in the Army alone 
since the war began in 
Afghanistan. In this capacity, the 
program's mantra is, "Making a 
match for our men and women 
in uniform." 
One key lesson of the program 
is to look at a potential partner's 
FACES Iwhich stands for family 
background, attitudes, compat- 
ibility, experiences in previous 
relationships and skills they 
would bring to the relationship.' 
It's a relatively normal thing 
these days for college students 
to have devastating experiences 
with love. Aren't we supposed to 
be experiencing life and learning 
about what's right and wrong 
for us? 
Instead, many of us are look- 
ing at each opportunity that 
comes our way as though it 
is "the one" or "the last one". 
Subsequently, when we suffer 
broken hearts because of an 
incompatibility in vision or a 
realization that the object of 
our affection wasn't what we 
thought he really was. it can 
really tough. 
Maybe we should take some 
more advice from "No lerks" 
— the part that uses what's called 
the "Relationship Attachment 
Model" to put some pace in rela- 
tionships 
I always tell my friends we're 
young. While no one wants to 
be alone land you're never really 
alone, in theoryl it's better than 
being in a poindess or negative 
relationship. The idea is to be 
in a healthy, steady relationship 
with someone who compli- 
ments you — fills in the missing 
pieces, if you will — makes you 
a better person and most of all 
makes you happy. 
Maybe sometime in the future, 
sooner rather than later, we will 
see classes in our catalog with 
the tide: "How Not to Marry a 
Icrk." 
Send comments to Danielle at 
durinter@bgsu.edu. 
Africa is skewed 
by Western media 
VICTOR 
MASSAQUOI 
Guest Columnist 
\ ince the colonization and 
tition of Africa by the 
french. British, Portuguese, 
Spanish, Italians and others 
decades ago, Africa is rarely 
portrayed in a positive light in 
Western media 
Pick up the New York Times, 
the Guardian in England or Le 
Monde in France and the report- 
ing, interpretation and ethos are 
almost the same. 
Despite the gradual improve- 
ments on the relics of our 
colonizers, Africa is still being 
branded by Western media as 
politically and economically 
backward, engulfed in never- 
ending civil strife, fraught with 
underdeveloped health system 
and constantly violating human 
rights. In the eyes of Western 
media organizations, Africa is 
just a place for exotic animals, 
seafood products and natural 
locations for movie shoots 
The media have clouded 
the minds of most Westerners 
with negative perceptions even 
though perception does not 
always reflect reality. 
But geographically, Africa is 
the second largest continent 
after Asia, with over 50 coun- 
tries, and five regions; a conti- 
nent that is endowed with nat- 
ural resources, including gold, 
diamonds, oil. rich cultures and 
diverse traditions 
It's a place with a plethora 
of social belief and religious 
systems. Like other continents, 
Africa has its problems but has 
many success stories 
Politically, we have made 
democratic progress in countries 
in Southern Africa. Kenya. Egypt, 
Nigeria, Liberia, Ghana, Sierra 
Leone and other places despite 
political conflicts in places like 
Sudan and Ivory Coast. 
The critics of Africa in Western 
media— many of whom 
know little about the continent 
— have offered very little, if any, 
political solutions to solve some 
of the political problems in Africa 
Economically, almost 95 per- 
cent of business news is either 
about Southeast Asia, Europe or 
America In a new documentary, 
"Africa is Ready for Business," a 
British film-maker portrayed suc- 
cessful businesses in about 10 
countries in Africa (such as South 
Africa and Nigerial as proven 
examples that Africa can com- 
pete with the rest of the world if 
given the opportunity. 
Indeed, Africa is ready for 
foreign investment but only 
ifWestem media desist from 
denigrating Africa's economic 
prospects, and start promoting 
international investment in tele- 
communication, manufacturing 
food production, airline and new 
technologies 
Socially, anything that is nega- 
tive is from Africa. Today, even 
in the shadow of poverty, Africa 
continues to improve although 
at a snail pace and with limited 
resources 
The health and educational 
systems are improving greatly. 
Family values once threatened 
by a wave of Western lifestyles, 
are being reinstated. Women are 
gradually participating in almost 
all aspect of society. 
Africa is not hopeless 
I blame the West partly for 
these problems Most of the 
armed conflicts in Africa are 
fueled by illegal sale of arms by 
Western and Eastern contrac- 
tors The International Monetary 
Fund and others are squeezing 
Africa dry by way of providing 
loans with stiff conditions 
African leaders in turn swindle 
the loan money to private 
accounts logged in Western 
countries. 
Is this fair? 
Send comments to Victor at 
victorm@bgsu.edu. 
PEOPLE 
ON THE STREET 
Should Michelle Kwan have been able to 
petition her way into the Olympics? 
SEAN FREANEY 
JUNIOR, IPC 
"No. She's been in it 
twice and blew it both 
times." 
MELISSA HAAS 
SENIOR, CFCS 
"If you can't compete 
with everyone else, 
why represent us?" 
AMBER MCALHANEY 
GRAD STUDENT, MOD 
"Nope. She would 
have lost again." 
BRITNEY PEC0RAR0 
SOPHOMORE, EDUCATION 
"No. She took the 
experience away from 
someone else." 
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The BG News Submission Policy 
v 
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR are to be fewer 
than 300 words. These are usually 
in response to a current issue on the 
University's campus or the Bowling 
Green area. 
GUEST COLUMNS are longer pieces 
between 600 and 800 words. These 
are usually also in response to a cur- 
rent issue on the Unhirrsitys campus 
or die Bowling Green area. 
1 
POLICIES 
Letters to the Editor and Guest 
Columns arc printed as space on the 
Opinion Page permits. Additional 
Utters to the Editor or Guest 
Columns may be published online. 
Name, year and phone number 
should be iriduded far verification 
purposes. Personal attacks, unverified 
information or anonymous submis- 
sions will not be primed. 
E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an attach- 
ment to thenews@rignews.com 
with the subject line marked "Letter 
to the Editry'or"Guest Columa'Only 
e-mailed letters and columns will be 
considered for printing. AD letters are 
subject to review for length and clarity 
before printing. 
Opinion columns do not necessarily 
reflect the views of The BG News. 
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IMPLANTS USED TO KEEP TABS ON WORKERS 
CINCINNATI (AP) —A company that sells surveillance 
equipment has begun implanting tiny identifying 
devices in employees to allow them access to its secure 
vaults. The program is voluntary and is believed to be 
the first of its kind in the United States, CityWatcher. 
com Chief Executive Sean Darks said yesterday. 
www.bBnews.com/state 
STATE 
Former BGSU Trustee jailed on charges 
Tom Noe pleads not 
guilty to 53 counts, 
jailed on $500k bail 
BytohnSeewer 
THE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
TOLEDO — A coin dealer and 
GOP fundraiser hired to man- 
age an unorthodox slate invest- 
ment in rare coins was charged 
yesterday with embezzling at 
least SI million in an election- 
year scandal that has sent Ohio 
Republicans running for cover. 
Tom Noe. 51, pleaded not 
guiltyand was jailed on $500,000 
bail. He was arrested over his 
handling ofa$50million invest- 
ment fund set up by the state 
workers' compensation bureau 
in an unusual attempt to make 
money by buying and selling 
rare coins. 
The 10-month investigation 
led to sweeping changes at the 
workers' compensation bureau 
and prompted lame-duck Gov. 
Bob Taft and two former aides 
to plead no contest to ethics 
charges. Two other former Taft 
aides were charged last week, 
accused of failingto report loans 
and other favors from Noe. 
After the scandal broke 
last year, President Bush and 
Republicans in Ohio rushed 
to give back donations from 
Noe. The furor has also raised 
Democrats' hopes of retaking 
the governor's office and other 
key elected positions in this 
year's elections. 
Noe was charged yesterday 
with stealing money from the 
coin investment fund by writing 
numerous checks, sometimes 
STATE 
BRIEFING 
80 NEWS WIRE SOURCES 
GAUON, Ohio (AP) — The 
death of a 10-year-old boy 
found shot inside his home 
last week was ruled a suicide, 
a coroner said. Alexander 
Stone died Thursday of a 
gunshot wound to the head, 
Franklin County Coroner Dr. 
Bradley Lewis said yesterday. 
An preliminary autopsy was 
completed over the weekend. 
Police recovered a .25-calibcr 
handgun but have not said 
who owns the weapon. Matt 
Stone, the boy's fadier. said 
his son was a sensitive child 
who had recently been having 
trouble in school. The family 
donated the boy's organs. 
for hundreds of thousands of 
dollars each.       t 
LucasCounty Prosecutor Julia 
Bates would not say how much 
money Noe is alleged to have 
stolen, but one of the charges 
accuses him of embezzling at 
least SI million. The Ohio attor- 
ney general has said he believes 
Noe stole up to S6 million. 
Ohio Inspector General 
lorn Charles said investigators 
know where the 
money went, but 
he would not say 
where. Investigators 
were looking into 
whether any of the 
stolen money was 
donated to political 
candidates. 
Noe already faces 
charges of illegally 
tunneling $45,000 
to Bush's re-election 
campaign. The 53 new counts 
include racketeering, forgery, 
theft, money laundering and 
tampering with records, with 
the most serious charge carry- 
ing up to 10 years in prison. 
Noe and his attorney, Ion 
Richardson, refused to any 
answer questions after leaving 
the courtroom. Richardson has 
acknowledged a shortfall of up 
to $13 million of the money Noe 
invested for the Ohio Bureau of 
Workers' Compensation. 
TOM NOE 
COIN DEALER 
In recent years, Noe became 
one of the state's lop fundrais- 
ers and personally contrib- 
uted more than $105,000 to 
Republicans, including Bush 
and the governor, during the 
last campaign. 
After the scandal broke, the 
Democrats bitterly complained 
that Noe was hired to man- 
age the investment because of 
his political donations. They 
charged that the coin 
investments were another 
example of GOP corrup- 
tion and self-dealing that 
resulted from virtual 
one-party rule in Ohio, 
where Republicans have 
controlled the governor's 
office, the Legislature and 
most statewide elected 
positions for 12 years. Ohio 
was also the state that put 
Bush over the top in the 
2004 White I louse race. 
the investigation began 
after The Blade newspaper 
reported in April that the work- 
ers' compensation bureau had 
invested S50 million in rare 
coins with Noe. 
Prosecutors also charged 
Noe'sbusiness partner, Timothy 
l.aPointe, with engaging in cor- 
rupt activity and tampering 
with records. The two ran a 
rare-coin business in suburban 
Toledo. 
KEY EVENTS IN THE 
NOE SCANDAL 
■ 1998 -The Ohio Bureau 
of Workers' Compensation 
invests $25 million and 
appoints coin dealer Tom 
Noe to oversee the buying 
and selling ot rare coins The 
deal allows Noe to keep 20 
percent of the profits. 
■ April 3.2005 — The IToledol 
Blade reports that Workers' 
Compensation has invested 
$50 million in rare coins with 
Noe. a top Republican donor 
and fundraiser in Ohio. 
■ May 26 — Noe's attorney 
tells state inspectors thai 
$10 million to $12 million is 
missing trom the coin fund. 
■ Oct. 27    Noe indicted 
on charges ot tunneling 
$45,400 to President Bush's 
re-election campaign to skirt 
giving limits in federal cam- 
paign finance laws 
■ Feb. 13,2006    Noe is 
indicted in Lucas County 
Common Pleas Court on 
numerous counts of theft, 
money laundering, forgery 
and tampering with evidence, 
as well as engaging in a 
pattern of conupt activ- 
ity, for his handling of the 
$50 million coin investment. 
Debate over science 
classes continues 
No Worries. No Hassle. 
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i OLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) — 
Members of the Stale Board 
oi Education must reopen .1 
debate on language In Ohio 
schools' science curriculum 
that allows critical analysis Ol 
evolution or face ,\ vote nil its 
removal, an opponent oi teat h 
ing the anahsis s.iid yesterday 
Board member Martha Wise 
said she would offer a motion 
to remove the language from 
the science ICSMIII plan .iiul 
state science standards  at 
today's   meeting   unless   the 
board takesothei action before 
the meeting. 
Wise, who represents north- 
em Ohio, offered a similar 
motion at the board's Ian. in 
meeting thai was defeated 9-8 
Virgil Brown lr, one of two 
board members absent from 
last month's meeting, does 
not  support  the teaching of 
evolution analysis, sometimes 
referred to as intelligent design. 
However, he said ibesda] thai 
he would nol decide how to 
vole on any motion until he 
had read it. 
He said both sides ol the 
issue were Hying to agree On 
how 10 proceed. \ message 
seeking comment was lett lor 
Sue Westendorf, the board's 
president, who voted against 
removing the critical analysts 
language last month. 
Options to scrapping the 
language include seeking an 
opinion from Mtomej General 
lim Perm and putting off a vote 
until next month to encourage 
furthet discussion. Wise said. 
"I am a creationist. I betfeve 
both sides of this issue, but I 
believe science should be 
taught,"   said Wise,  a  hoard 
member for 28 years, 
in   December,   a   federal 
ruled that Dover, Pa., stu- 
dents couldn't IK' taught intel- 
ligent design, the theorj that 
an unspecified higher power 
designed life, I lie iudge found 
that intelligent design was cte- 
ationism and the school board's 
decision to include it in its sci- 
ence curriculum violated the 
U.S. Constitution 
The decision does not apply 
in (Ihio, but Critics of state stan 
dards say it invites a similar 
legal challenge, (inc. Bob lafl 
recommended a legal review 
even though he has said the 
guidelines should not include 
inlelligenl design 
Proponents of the plan warn 
both sides ot the theory of evo- 
lution ottered to students and 
aren't trying to sneak intelligent 
design into Ohio's classiooins. 
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Tagging could be retaliatory 
VANDALISM. FROM PAGE 1 
Itour UT students are the main 
suspects in the investigation 
after being stopped on-campus 
by Kevin Meyers, a BGSU officer, 
just two-and-a-half hours before 
the vandalism was discovered. 
Meyers attention was drawn 
toward the students when he saw 
three males running through Lot 
1 towards a vehicle with a female 
inside, who was later deter- 
mined to be a friend of the males. 
When questioned, the students 
revealed they were UT students 
who were on the University cam- 
pus to spray-paint the Spirit Rix'k 
.located between Kreischer and 
Saddlemire. 
The UT students' names 
have yet to be released because 
they've no) yet been charged 
with any crime. 
Several students who live In 
Kreischer, including larquclyn 
Dolezal. a sophomore who 
walks by the Spirit Rock sev- 
eral times a day. said the rock's 
decoration had not changed all 
weekend. 
"There is definitely no ami- 
lit ,M I remarks or UT praises on 
the rock,'' Dolezal said. 
The four UT students told 
Meyers several places on UT's 
campus have been vandalized 
by BGSU students, judging by 
the colors of the paint used. 
The students said they were at 
the University to retaliate for 
the graffiti done at UT, said the 
police report filed by Meyers. 
But both left' Newton and 
John Betori, police officers who 
handle all police reports for UT, 
said they have no knowledge 
of any vandalism on-campus 
where BGSU students would be 
suspect. 
"It is possible that this vandal- 
ism was not reported." Newton 
said. "But most likely it would 
have been reported by now 
The UT students told Meyers 
they didn't spray-paint anything 
else on campus but the Spirit 
Rock, and Myers told them that 
if any more graffiti was discov- 
ered they would be considered 
INTOXICATING 
Jordan Flower BGNews 
TAGGED: Obscenities and the Toledo Rocket logo were found spray- 
painted on the "Thinker" statue in front of Olscamp Hall yesterday. 
prime suspects. 
And more graffiti is exactly 
w hat Myers found at nine differ- 
ent locations. 
In blue and yellow spray-paint 
the statue outside Olscamp hall, a 
line Arts sign, a federal mailbox, 
a University mailbox, a BGSU 
sign outside the music building. 
a sign outside the Student I lealth 
( enter and signs on parking lots 
N, () and M were all covered in 
graffiti. 
The various bits of graffiti in 
all nine locations contain the fol- 
lowing words and symbols, "lit, 
Sucks"-UT" and the UT Rockets 
logo. 
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Several students while travel- 
ing to class saw the graffiti and 
were outraged, including Hope 
Hammond, senior. 
"Your right to express a dis- 
agreement ends w here it infring- 
es on another person's rights," 
Hammond said. "We have the 
right to walk around on a nice 
campus. 
(Charges have not yet been filed 
against the four Students. If police 
press charges it will likely be filed 
with Bowling Green Municipal 
Court for either criminal mischief, 
criminal damage or vandalism 
depending on the monetary cost 
to clean up the graffiti. 
Nathaniel Myets   BGNem 
THEY'RE ALL SO GOOD: All kinds of red wine was available for taste-testing last night in the 
Bowling Greenery at the How-2-Workshop for wine testing. Students could learn how to choose 
and pair wines together properly, at a cost of $10 per session. 
Nelson shares OneCard news 
USG. FROM PAGE 1 
with OneCard," he said. 
Widi the new system in place, 
II) cards could also serve as a 
debit card for accounts set up 
through the University. This fea- 
ture sparked discussion over 
whether the debit option would 
eliminate Bursar accounts and 
BIG Charges. 
But Nelson assured the meet- 
ing attendants that no plans 
had been made to get rid of die 
Bursar and B!( '• (Tiarge. 
"We are just at the beginning 
of this process," he said. 
Nelson explained that no 
policy decisions would be made 
without feedback from students 
and faculty. I le is a member of 
both the Implementation Team, 
which collects feedback and 
holds discussion of upcoming 
plans, and the Executive Steering 
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Bowling Green, Ohio 43402 
Committee, which makes 
the final decisions on policy 
changes. 
The committee has been in 
discussion for some time and 
plans to begin communicat- 
ing with the campus via open 
forums, focus groups and a Web 
site shortly. 
Nelson was asked to attend the 
USG meeting in the Union last 
night by USG president Aaron 
Shumakcr and vice president 
Bernard Little. They wanted to 
have Nelson speak at the meet- 
ing to calm the nerves of stu- 
dents — both on and off USG 
— who question the new system 
and how it would change current 
options like the BIG Charge. 
Word of Nelson's visit attracted 
some snidents outside of the 
USC; body to attend the meeting. 
Representatives from The Latino 
Student Union came tohearwhat 
Nelson had to say. LSU's politi- 
cal action chair Brian Dixon was 
curious about the repercussions 
of the new OneCard system. 
"I want to know how the 
OneCard system will affect our 
organization as well as other stu- 
dent organizations," he said. 
After Nelson's presentation, 
members of USG were more 
confident with die upcoming 
changes. 
Vice President Little believed 
tension was eliminated by hav- 
ing Nelson lay out the facts and 
assure everyone that decisions 
would not be made lightly. 
"He really cleared it all up" 
little said. "And I think people 
were scared." 
The OneCard system will be in 
effect by next fall. 
Also next fall, the mandatory 
healtii care program will be in 
place. The University has spent 
months discussing the coverage 
that students will be offered. Last 
week USG representatives on 
the I lealth Advisory Committee 
recommended the carrier 
Chickering. The University has 
yet to make the final decision. 
In USG business, information- 
al meetings for any students who 
want to run for USG positions for 
the 2tXK-2007 school year have 
been set. The meetings are man- 
datory for anyone running and 
are open to all students. 
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IRANIAN GOVERNMENT DEMANDS AN APOLOGY 
TEHRAN, Iran (AP) — The Iranian government on 
Sunday rejected an accusation by Secretary of State 
Condoleezza Rice that it has fanned violent protests 
over caricatures of Islam's Prophet Muhammad and 
demanded an apology, saying that could reduce 
growing tension. 
www.benews.com/world 
WORLD 
Haitians block roads, protest election results 
UN. security officials allegedly open fire on protesters as Haitian interim government prepares to transition 
By Stevenson Jacobs 
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haiti — 
Supporters of I laitian presidential 
candidate Rene Preval erected 
smoldering roadblocks across 
the capital and occupied a luxury 
hotel yesterday. At least one pro- 
tester was killed, but U.N. peace- 
keepers denied witness accounts 
that they had shot him. 
As Port-au-Prince descended 
into chaos, Preval returned to 
the capital for the first time since 
Tuesday's election. He was the 
clear winner with about 90 percent 
of the votes counted, but support- 
ers claimed electoral officials were 
tampering with results to prevent 
him from getting the majority lie 
needs to avoid a ninoff. 
Barricades made of old tires 
were ablaze across the capital, 
sending plumes of acrid black 
smoke into the sky. Protesters let 
only journalists and Red Cross 
vehicles pass. 
"If they don't give us the 
final   results,  we're  going  to 
bum this country down!" a 
protester screamed. 
The election will replace an 
interim government installed 
after President lean-Bertrand 
Aristide was ousted in a bloody 
rebellion two years ago A pop- 
ulariy elected government with 
a clear mandate from the vot- 
ers is seen as crucial to avoid- 
ing a political and economic 
meltdown in the Western 
Hemisphere's poorest nation. 
Gangs have gone on kidnap- 
ping sprees, and factories have 
closed for lack of security. 
Preval arrived aboard a U.N. 
helicopter from his rural home 
in north Haiti, leaders of the 
interim government, the top 
U.N. representative in Haiti 
and ambassadors from the 
United States, France, Canada 
and Brazil planned to urge Preval 
to appeal for calm, said Michel 
Brunache, chief of staff of interim 
President Boniface Alexandre. 
landing at a U.N. base, Preval 
was asked whether he had a mes- 
•rlana Cubillot AP Photo 
PRESIDENTIAL PROTESTINGS: A supporter of Haitian presidential front- 
runner Rene Preval holds a poster of him just outside Port-au-Prince. 
sage for his supporters. 
"Not now," he said, and 
kept walking. 
In the middle-class Tabarre 
neighborhood, Associated Press 
journalists saw the body of a 
man on a street, blood soaking 
Preval's image emblazoned on his 
T-shirt Dozens of witnesses said 
lordanian U.N. peacekeepers in a 
jeep opened fire, killing two peo- 
ple and wounding four. Ihe body 
of the second reported victim was 
not seen. 
"V\fe were peacefully protesting 
when the U.N. started shooting 
There werealot of shots. Everybody 
ran." said Walrick Michel, 22. 
U.N. spokesman David 
Wimhurst first denied that peace- 
keepers fired any rounds, then 
later said they had fired in the air. 
"We fired two warning shots into 
the air and we didn't injure any- 
one." he said. 
In the Petionville neighborhood 
in the hills east of Port-au-Prince, 
thousands of screaming protesters 
poured into the Montana Hotel, 
where election officials had been 
announcing results. Blue-helmet- 
ed U.N. peacekeepers armed with 
assault rifles looked on from the 
grounds and the roof. No violence 
was reported. 
Protesters waving Preval cam- 
paign posters and tree branches 
jumped up and down in unison, 
chanting: "Now is the lime! Now 
is the time!" Dozens somersaulted 
fully clothed into the pool, turn- 
ing the water into froth as they 
splashed around — a rare treat in 
a country when* most people lack 
running water. 
Protesters stretched out on 
chaise lounges and ran up and 
down the hotel stairs past rooms 
costing $200 and up a night. 
Nobel Peace Prize laureate 
Desmond Tutu, who is visiting 
Haiti, came out of his suite to 
appeal for calm. ()ne of his secu- 
rity agents said the South African 
had refused to be evacuated by 
the helicopter that was plucking 
guests from the roof. 
U.N. peacekeepers controlled 
access to a separate pan of tlic 
hotel that was being used as an 
election center, and U.N. Ilucv 
helicopters clattered overtiead. 
After several hours, the crowd 
began to file out of the hotel. 
"We came looking for some- 
one to give us the real results, 
said a 30-year-old Preval orga- 
nizer who identified himself only 
as "Sanpeur." "We made them 
leave because we don't want 
disorder. We did not come here 
looking for violence." 
Iran halts talks with Russia 
over nuclear development 
By Nasser Karimi 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
TEHRAN, Iran — Iran notched 
up the brinkmanship over its 
disputed nuclear program yes- 
terday, abruptly postponing talks 
with Moscow on a plan to enrich 
Tehran's uranium on Russian ter- 
ritory to allay fears it is building 
an atomic weapon. 
Diplomats in Europe said 
Iran had started small-scale 
enrichment of uranium, a pro- 
cess that can produce fuel for 
an atomic bomb. 
"Uranium gas has been fed into 
three machines," said a senior 
diplomat in Vienna Austria, who 
spoke on condition of anonymity 
because he was not authorized to 
comment on the matter. Anodier 
diplomat confirmed that limited 
enrichment had begun at Iran's 
Natanz site. 
State-run Iranian television 
later reported that Alaeddin 
Boroujerdi, head of the national 
security and foreign relations 
committee in parliament, said 
the country had begun peace- 
ful nuclear enrichment activities 
yesterday. Boroujerdi said inspec- 
tors from the Vienna-based 
International Atomic Energy 
Agency were present. 
The talks with Russia had 
been slated for Thursday but 
were postponed indefinitely 
because of the "new situa- 
tion," said Iranian presidential 
spokesman Gholamhossein 
Elham. He was referring to the 
IAEA's decision this month to 
report Iran to the U.N. Security 
Council because of uncertainty 
over its nuclear intentions. 
Iran maintains its nuclear 
program   is  designed  solely 
to generate electricity, but 
the United States and some 
U.S. allies claim the program 
is a cover for producing an 
atomic bomb. 
Moscow had proposed that 
Iran ship its uranium to Russia, 
where it would be enriched 
to a level suitable for nucle- 
ar reactors. It would then be 
returned to Iran for use at the 
Russian-built Bushehr plant, 
which is due to begin operating 
this year. 
The plan, backed by the 
UnitedStatesandtheEuropean 
Union, was an attempt to avoid 
international objections to 
Iranian uranium enrichment 
by providing oversight so no 
weapons would be made. Iran 
had said the plan did not ful- 
fill its requirements but was 
worth pursuing. 
Saddam and defendants demand the 
removal of judge as trial continues on 
By Hamza Hendawi 
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
BAGHDAD, Iraq — Prosecutors 
produced documents and 
put former aides to Saddam 
Hussein on the stand yesterday 
as they made their strongest 
attempt yet to link 
him directly to torture 
and executions. 
The ousted presi- 
dent, who looked 
disheveled and 
appeared in his slip- 
pers, shouted "Down 
with Bush!" 
Saddam'shalfbroth- 
cr, Barzan Ibrahim 
— dressed only in an 
undershirt and long 
underwear — struggled with 
guards as he was pulled into the 
courtroom. Ibrahim, the for- 
mer chief of intelligence, then 
sat on the floor with his back to 
SADDAM 
HUSSEIN 
the judge in protest for much of 
the session. 
The defendants have reject- 
ed court-appointed attorneys 
named to replace their own 
lawyers who walked out of 
the trial last month, and are 
demanding the remov- 
al of chief judge Rouf 
Abdel-Rahman. In 
Jordan, Saddam's chief 
defense lawyer said 
there were no plans to 
end the boycott and 
denounced the court 
for forcing the former 
leader to attend. 
"This   is   a   cheap 
attitude,"   Khalcd  al- 
Dulaimi    told    The 
Associated Press. 
After the raucous start, pros- 
ecutors tried to prove Saddam's 
role in a wave of arrests and 
executions that followed a 1982 
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attempt on his life in the Shiite 
village of Dujail. 
Twenty-six prosecution wit- 
nesses have testified since the 
Saddam trial began Oct. 19, 
many providing accounts of tor- 
ture and imprisonment in the 
crackdown, but they could not 
directly pin them on Saddam. 
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In fowl shooting, vice president wounds fellow hunter 
By Nedra Pickler 
THE ASS0CKTCD PRESS 
WASHINGTON —Vice President 
Dick Cheney apparently broke 
the No. 1 rule of hunting: be sure 
of what you're shooting at. 
CheDey wounded fellow hunter 
Harry Whittington in the face, neck 
and chest Saturday, apparently 
because he didn't see Whittington 
approaching as he fired on a covey 
of quail in Texas. 
Hunting safety experts inter- 
viewed yesterday agreed it 
would have been a good idea for 
Whittington to announce himself 
— something he apparently didn't 
da according to a witness. But 
they stressed that the shooter is 
responsible for knowing his sur- 
roundings and avoiding hitting 
other people. 
"We always stress to anybody 
that before you make any kind of 
a shot, it's incumbent upon the 
shooter to assess the situation 
and make sure it's a safe shot," 
said Mark Birkhauser, presi- 
dent-elect of the International 
Hunter Ixlucation Association 
and hunter education coordina- 
tor in New Mexico. "Once you 
squeeze that trigger, you can't 
bring that shot back." 
Cheney, an experienced hunt- 
er, has not commented publicly 
about the accident. He avoided 
reporters by leaving an Oval Office 
meeting with United Nations 
Secretary-General Kofi Annan 
before the press was escorted in. 
President Bush was told about 
Cheney's involvement in the 
accident shortly before 8 p.m. 
Saturday — about an hour after 
it occurred — but the White 
House did not disclose the acci- 
dent until Sunday afternoon, 
and then only in response to 
press questions. Press secretary 
Scott McClellan said he did not 
know until Sunday morning 
Gtnel. Puskar AP Photo 
READY, AIM: Vice President Dick Cheney accepts a rifle from NRA 
President Kayne Robinson and Vice President Wayne R. LaPierre. 
that Cheney had shot someone. 
Facing a press corps upset 
that news had been withheld, 
McClellan said, "I think you 
can always look back at these 
issues and look at how to do a 
better job." 
Katharine Armstrong, the owner 
of the ranch where the shooting 
occurred, said she told Cheney 
on Sunday morning that she was 
going to inform the local paper, 
the Corpus Christi Caller-Times. 
She said he agreed, and the news- 
paper reported it on its Web site 
Sunday afternoon. 
Secret Service spokesman Eric 
Zahren said that about an hour 
after Whittington was shot, the 
head of the Secret Service's local 
office called the Kenedy County 
sheriff to report the accident. 
"They made arrangements at the 
sheriff's request to have deputies 
come out and interview the vice 
president the following morning 
at 8 am. and that indeed did hap- 
pen," Zahren said. 
At least one deputy showed up 
at the ranch's front gate later in 
the evening and asked to speak 
to Cheney but was turned away 
by the Secret Service, Zahren said. 
There was some miscommu- 
nicadon that arrangements had 
already been made to interview 
the vice president in the morning 
he said. 
Gilbert San Miguel, chief deputy 
sheriff for Kenedy County, said the 
report had not been completed 
Monday and that it was being 
handled as a hunting accident. He 
said his department's investiga- 
tion had found that alcohol was 
not a factor in the shooting. 
The National Rifle Association, 
a dose ally of the White House, 
would not comment on who was 
to blame in the accident. 
Whittington, a prominent 
Republican attorney in the Texas 
capital of Austin, was in stable con- 
dition at Chrisms Spohn Hospital 
Corpus Christi-Memorial and 
was moved from intensive care 
to a "step-down unit" yesterday. 
Doctors decided to leave several 
birdshot pellets lodged in his skin 
rather than try to remove them. 
Armstrong said the accident 
occurred as Whittington was 
retrieving a bird he had shot in 
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Don't Ask, Don't 
Tell' gay policy 
costs $363 million 
WASHINGTON (API—The 
brief Discharging troops 
under the Pentagon's policy 
on gays cost $363.8 million 
over 10 years, almost double 
what the government con- 
cluded a year ago, a private 
report says. The report, 
tc be released today by a 
University of California Blue 
Ribbon Commission, ques- 
tioned the methodology the 
Government Accountability 
Office used when it estimat- 
ed that the financial impact 
of the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" 
policy was at least $190.5 
million. 
U.N. investigations 
found United States 
committing acts of 
torture 
UNITED NATIONS (AP) 
— A U.N. investigation has 
found that the United States 
committed acts amounting 
to torture at Guantanamo 
Bay, including force-feeding 
detainees and subjecting 
them to prolonged solitary 
confinement, according 
to a draft report obtained 
yesterday. 
The report recommend- 
ed the United States close 
Guantanamo Bay and 
revoke all special interroga- 
tion techniques authorized 
by the Defense Department. 
Its experts accused the 
United States of violating 
the detainees' rights to a 
fair trial, freedom of reli- 
gion and health. 
The report's findings were 
based on interviews with 
former detainees, public 
documents, media reports, 
lawyers, and a question- 
naire filled out by the 
U.S. government. 
Many of the allegations 
have been made before, 
but the document is the 
first such accounting from 
an inquiry launched by 
the U.N. Commission on 
Human Rights. 
Homeland security 
says disaster aid was 
mismanaged, abused 
By Hope Yen 
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — The gov- 
ernment squandered millions 
of dollars in Katrina disaster 
aid, including handing $2,000 
debit cards to people who gave 
phony Social Security numbers 
and used the money for such 
items as a $450 tattoo, auditors 
said yesterday. 
Federal money also paid for 
$375-a-day beachfront condos 
and 10,777 trailers that were stuck 
in mud and unusable. 
Overcharges, poor accounting 
and abuses will take "months or 
years" to rectify, the Government 
Accountability Office and the 
Homeland Security Department's 
inspector general concluded in 
preliminary reports on how bil- 
lions of dollars in taxpayer money 
is being spent. 
The Federal Emergency 
Management Agency recognizes 
it "made many, many mistakes," 
and is working on improvement, 
said Homeland Security inspec- 
tor general Richard Skinner. "Hut 
they're not where they should lx\ 
In some cases, the government 
will have little legal recourse to 
recoup payments to contractor, 
for payments." 
Separately, the lustJce 
Department said yesterday that 
federal prosecutors had filed fraud, 
theft and other charges against 212 
people accused of scams related 
to Gulf Coast hurricanes. 
Forty people have pleaded 
guilty so far, the latest report 
by the Hurricane Katrina Fraud 
Task Force said. Many defen- 
dants were accused of trying to 
obtain emergency aid, typically a 
$2,000 debit card, issued to hur- 
ricane victims by FEMA and the 
American Red Cross. 
The GAO report found that up 
to 900,000 of the 2.5 million appli- 
cants who received aid under the 
emergency cash assistance pro- 
gram — which included the debit 
cards given to evacuees — based 
their requests on duplicate or 
Mary Ann Chaslain ,v- ■ 
AFTERMATH STILL: Oeandre Hatcher wears a mask to protect himself 
as he cleans out his home in the lower 9th ward in New Orleans. 
invalid Social Security numbers, 
or false addresses and names. 
In oilier instances, recipients 
improperly used their debit cards 
intended for food and shelter for 
$400 massages, a $450 tattoo, a 
$1,100 diamond engagement ring 
and $150 worth of product! ai 
'Condoms to Go." 
The reports called for stronga 
controls to verify the eligibility of 
disasici Victims who applv for .lid 
over the phone and Internet bet- 
ter planning of emergency sup- 
plies for hurricanes and Improved 
accounting of PEMAs vast Inven- 
tory of terrtprjrary housing, 
Senators decried the problems, 
"Once again, FEMA failed to 
adequately plan for the very type of 
disaster that occurs virtually every 
year," said Susan (xillins, H-Maine, 
who chairs a Senate panel review- 
ing the government's response to 
tbcsionn. 
fcxeph Lieberman, D-Conn., 
said hurricane victims and tax- 
payers alike were Ixing "ripped 
ill' "Ift unacceptable and ulti- 
mately infuriating. We need to do 
everything we can to insist that 
I IMA and 1)1 IS prepare for the 
next disaster." he said 
IheWliitel louseand I lomef and 
Security officials detended admin- 
istration actions against the criti- 
cism that is still going strong more 
than live months after the stonn. 
"I reject outright the suggestion 
that President Hush was anything 
less than fully Involved,* White 
I louse homeland security adviser 
Frances Pragoslbwnsend said. 
And Homeland Security 
Secretary Michael Chertoff 
rebuffed the idea that his depart- 
ment was preoccupied with 
terror threats at the expense of 
natural disasters. 
Bald eagles make a come-back 
New guidelines help 
landowners protect 
the nation's bird 
BylctaHoiprin 
THE  ASSOCIATED PRESS 
WASHINGTON — The 
American bald eagle, after bat- 
tling back from the direat of 
extinction because of habitat 
loss and DDT, took another step 
yesterday toward coming off the 
endangered species list. 
The Interior Department's 
Fish and Wildlife Service issued 
draft voluntary guidelines spell- 
ing out how landowners, land 
managers and others should 
protect the bird once it no longer 
is safeguarded by the 1973 law. 
It also proposed prohibi- 
tions on "disturbing" die bald 
eagle, which could include 
anything that would disrupt 
its breeding, feeding or shel- 
tering or cause injury, death or 
nest abandonment. 
The Clinton administration 
proposed removing the bald 
eagle from the endangered spe- 
cies list in 1999. But the delisting 
has taken far longer than the typ- 
ical year, partly because updated 
DUPLEXES AVAILABLE 
ALL DUPLEXES HAVE ONE YEAR LEASES 
712 Second. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people. 
Limit 2 cars.  $690.00 per month plus utilities, 
deposit $690.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to 
August 4, 2007 
714 Eighth. #A - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people. 
Limit 2 cars. $680.00 per month plus utilities, 
deposit $680.00 Lease August 17, 2006 to 
August 4, 2007 
327 E. Evers. #A and #B - Duplex. 2BR each unit. 
Limit 3 people . Limit 3 cars $690.00 per month 
plus utilities. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 5, 2007. 
329 E. Wooster. #B - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people. 
Limit 3 cars. $620.00 per month plus utilities, 
deposit $620.00. Lease May 13, 2006 to May 
5,2007. 
103 S. College - 3BR duplex. Limit 3 people.  NO 
PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities. 
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $680.00, 
deposit $680.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5, 
2007 is $820.00, deposit $820.00. 
105 S. College - 2BR duplex. Limit 2 people. 
NO PARKING AVAILABLE. Tenant pays utilities. 
Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to Aug. 4, 2007 is $480.00, 
deposit $480.00. Lease Aug. 17, 2006 to May 5, 
2007 is $580.00, deposit $580.00. 
217 E. Evers - 1BR first floo/ duplex. Limit 2 
people. Limit 2 cars. Includes use of one garage 
space and basement. $440.00 per month plus 
utilities, deposit $440.00. Lease August 17, 2006 
to August 4, 2007. 
219 E. Evers - 1BR second floor duplex. Limit 1 
person. Limit 1 cars. Includes use of one garage 
space. $385.00 per month plus utilities, deposit 
$385.00. Lease August 17, 2006 to August 4, 
2007 Noon. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC. 
RENTAL OFFICE 419-354-2260 
319 E WOOSTER ST (across from Taco Belli 
Hours: Monday to Friday 8:30 to 5 30. Saturday 8 30 to 4:30 
www.johnnewloverealcstate.com 
\ 
counts are required from each 
of the states, and some of those 
have dieir own rules dial add to 
red tape. 
Officials said yesterday's 
action could lead to the hald 
eagle coming off the endan- 
gered species within the next 
year or so. 
"Should the eagle be delisted. 
we expect that the public will 
notice little change in how eagles 
are managed and protected." 
said II. Dale Hall, die Fish and 
Wildlife Service's director. 
He said at least 7,066 known 
nesting pairs now exist in the 
contiguous United States. The 
bald eagle's territory stretch- 
es over much of the North 
American continent. Tens of 
thousands more live in Alaska 
and Canada, where their exis- 
tence never was imperiled. 
However, 43 years ago there 
werejust417 known nestingpairs 
left in the lower 48 states, mainly 
because of the widespread use 
of DDT and other [leslicides that 
weakened die bald eagle's egg- 
shells and reduced its birth rate. 
The brown-bodied bird with the 
distinctive white head and tail 
also suffered from lead poison- 
ing — eating waterfowl pierced 
by a hunter's lead shot. 
So in 1967. under a law that 
preceded the 197.! Endangered 
Species Act, the fierce raptor was 
officially declared an endan- 
gered species In die lower 48. 
in 1972. the Environmental 
Protection Agency banned 1)1 )i 
for most uses. 
in 1978, Fish and Wildlife 
officials listed the bald eagle as 
endangered in 43 states and 
threatened   in   Washington, 
Oregon, Minnesota. Michigan 
and Wisconsin. The govern- 
ment hatched detailed ICCOV 
ery plans, with specific popu- 
lation and reproduction goals 
Sometimes eggs were imported 
from Canada and installed at 
artificial eyries. 
By 1995, the species had 
rebounded enough to l>e reclas- 
sified as threatened throughout 
the lower 48. 
If and when the hald eagle 
is removed entirely from the 
endangered list, two other laws 
will continue to protect it: the 
1918 Migratory Bird treat) 
Act and the 194(1 Bald Eagle 
Protection Act. later revised to 
include the golden eagle. 
Cheney shoots friend 
CHENEY. FROM PAGE 8 
the tall grasses on her property 
Cheney and anothet hunter who 
she declined to identify moved 
on to anothet covey oi quail 
— Armstrong estimated il was 
roughly 100-150 yards away — 
ami I heney lint] on a bird |usi as 
Wilmington was rejoining them. 
She slid Wilmington was in tall 
pass and thick brush about :«) 
yards away, which made it difficult 
for Cheney to see him. although 
Ixith ol them wcic wealing bright 
orangesatet) vests, 
"Typically when you are com- 
ing hack to .i line, you would say 
Tm coming up.' or whatever," 
she told Ilie Associated Press in a 
telephone interview. "Il was com- 
pletely unbeknownst to the vice 
president or the other shooter 
lti.it Mr. Wilmington was coming 
hack up." 
Iluane   Harvey,   president  of 
the Wisconsin Hunter Education 
Instructors Association, said if 
Whittington had made his pres- 
ence known "that would have 
IKI'II a polite thing to do." But, he 
added, "it's still die fault upon the 
shooiei Ki identity his target and 
what is beyond it" 
Despite all the safety ti|)s and 
training, hunting accidents are 
an unfortunate pan of the sport. 
In Texas, there were M) accidents 
and two hunting deaths last year, 
according to die state Porks and 
Wildlife Department. National 
figures kept by the International 
Hunter   Education   Association 
show 744 shooting accidents, with 
74 deaths, in 2002. die last year 
for which figures were available, 
twenty-six accidents involving 
(|tiail hunting were reported. 
The association estimates 
there are 15.7 million hunters 
who will spend about 250 million 
days bunting in the United states 
ibis year. 
Editor's note: Associated 
Press writers Elizabeth White in 
Hhshington, /..l. Badger in Suritti, 
Iexas,andlynnBreaxiyinCOrpus 
i hristi i attributed to this report. 
Got the munchies? We got the Deals! 
2 FREE'GYROS! 
Buy 1 Gyro At $5.99 & Get 2 FREE I 
www.>ou*iid«6.com • 419 352 8639 E«P 2 28 06 
wimsmV 
"Where The Party Starts" 
 www|i9vthiicl¥$,corn   »   4 | 9, j 5 2.   8<, j9 
You can't afford NOT to live here! 
Qpper ¥>eech mk 
'       '       
-r    (i    \A/     M     I 1    I \    (V 1     I 1 T OWN    H   O   M   E 
COMMUNITIES,   I.EP 
• Spacious Living at a Reasonable Price 
• 1,2,3, & 4 Bedrooms Available 
• Large Capacity Washer and Dryer 
• Furnished and Unfurnished Units Available 
• Private Full Size Bath in Each 
Bedroom, Plus a Guest Powder Room 
• Large Walk In Closets 
• Free Internet and Cable TV 
• Built in Microwave and Dishwasher 
• Huge Kitchen 
• A Deck! Perfect for Cookouts and 
Big Enough to Use 
• Clubhouse with a Fitness Room & Billiards 
• Outdoor Basketball & Volleyball Courts 
BG SPORTS 
BRIEFING 
Tonight's game to be 
aired on FSN-Ohio 
Tonight's Mid-American 
Conference men's game between 
BGSU and Akron will be tele- 
vised on FSN-Ohio at 8 p.m. from 
Rhodes Arena. 
The Falcons fell to Akron in 
overtime, 77-72 on Ian. 29 at 
Anderson Arena. The Zips are 
tied for the lead in the MAC East 
with an 11 -2 league mark. 
STAYING AT STATE?: SUTTON COULD BE DONE AS COACH AFTER DUI CHARGE. WWW.BGNEWS.COM 
TUESDAY 
February 14, 
2006 
www.bgnews.com/sports 
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY 
American 
hurt during 
first day of 
women's luge 
Retrosi finished at 
games but should 
make full recovery 
By Tom Withers 
1HI  ASSOCIATED  PRESS 
CESANA, Italy — As Samantha 
Retrosi's limp body skittered 
across the ice. her face pressed 
against the frozen surface, silence 
fell over the high-speed luge track 
atop this sleepy Alpine village. 
Retrosi's terrifying crash yes- 
terday provided a scary reminder 
of how dangerous riding a sled at 
80 mph can be. 
And. that the Olympics aren't 
always fun and games. 
"It was a bad crash. ... But the 
bottom line is that she's going 
to be OK," U.S. team leader Fred 
Zimnysaid. 
Retrosi, a 20-ycar-old from 
Saranac Lake. NY., competing in 
her first Winter Games, sustained 
a concussion and cut her chin in 
a wicked spill on the first day of 
women's luge. 
Though she suffered short- 
term memory loss and is out of 
the games, "everything is look- 
ing good," said Ed Ryan, the U.S. 
Olympic Committee's director 
of sports medicine. 
Retrosi was taken by helicop- 
ter to CTO Hospital in Turin 
where she will be re-evaluated 
this morning. Ryan said, add- 
ing that "we expect her to be 
discharged" at that time. 
As she nearcd the bottom 
of the speedy course — rede- 
signed last year because of safe- 
ty concerns — Retrosi smacked 
the wall, flipped her sled and 
appeared to be unconscious 
as she slid facedown with her 
right arm twisted awkwardly 
to her side. 
TRACK 
BG wins two titles at All-Ohio 
Hartman crowned champ of weight throw, Cochran takes 400 
By Adam Mieziti 
REPORTER 
Redemption may be the word 
around the BGSU women's 
track team for the nexl two 
weeks as they prepare to battle 
the best of the Mid-American 
Conference. But there was 
one more roadblock before 
the Falcons could chase the 
conference title. 
The team finished third at 
the All-Ohio Championships 
on Saturday in Findlay. 
behind conference rivals 
Miami University 
and Toledo, which 
finished first and 
second, respec- 
tively. 
"The finish was 
alright, however 
losing to UT and 
Miami is never 
satisfying," said 
BG coach Scent 
Sehmarin. "We're 
coming on strong 
going into the 
championships 
and are looking for 
some redemption 
In two weeks. 
The Falcons had main rea- 
sons to cheer on Saturday, 
though. They claimed victo- 
ries in the 400-meter run and 
the 20-pound weight throw. 
Whitney Hartman had 
her second best throw of the 
season in the weight throw 
with a toss of 55-03.5 (16.85- 
meters). Lacey Cochran look 
the 400-meter run with a time 
of58.06, which also sets a per- 
sonal record. 
"Whitney was seeded No. 
She has been 
under the 
weather and 
wasn't 100 
percent hut 
kept at it 
and came 
out on top." 
SCOTT SEHMANN, 
BG COACH 
1 going into the meet and 
came through in the clutch," 
Sehmann said. "She has been 
under the weather and wasn't 
100 percent but kept at it and 
came out on top. As for Lacey 
She was seeded \'o. .1 going 
into the meet and made a good 
decision to go out and get the 
lead at the cut point. Then she 
just flat outran the competi- 
tion to the line a lap later. Her 
performance is reflective of a 
strong desire to compete and 
fight to the end." 
The Falcons 
competed strong 
throughout the 
night as lessica 
White set a new 
school record, 
breaking Valerie 
llollan's old mark, 
in the 60-metcr 
dash with a run of 
7.53 seconds, yet 
only finished sec- 
ond in that race. 
White also 
chipped in another 
second place per- 
formance in the 
200-meter dash, finishing 
with a time of 25.10. 
"less is Hearing 100 percent 
health after some early sea- 
son injuries and is primed to 
make a solid run for top fin- 
ishes in the60and 200 at the 
MAC Meet." Sehmann said. 
"She has made solid progress 
the last two meets and it will 
be real exciting to see her per- 
form In our home arena in 
two weeks." 
ROFLOW, PAGE II 
Brandon Helss BGNe« 
EXTENSION: The All-Ohio Championships last weekend at Findlay served as BGSU's final meet before the 
Mid-American Conference Championships at home on Friday and Saturday. 
HOCKEY 
Falcons feeling blue 
Trip to Alaska was not 
pleasant as BG gets 
swept hy Fairbanks 
By Colin Wilson 
REPORTER 
Time is running out on the 
BGSU hockey team. 
The Falcons dropped a pair 
to Alaska Fairbanks over the 
weekend and are now in llth 
place in the CCHA. With only 
four games remaining, BG will 
need all the help they can to get 
a decent playoff seed. 
After falling 4-3 Friday and 
3-1 Saturday, BG is five points 
away from eighth place in the 
conference. Teams coming in 
places five through eight in the 
conference get to play the first 
round of the playoffs at home. 
No lead was safe for the 
Falcons against Fairbanks. BG 
struck first in both contests this 
weekend but couldn't hold on 
in either case. In Friday's con- 
test the Falcons led 2-0 after 
two quick goals in the first two 
minutes. Unfortunately, the 
Nanooks would net four unan- 
swered goals and BG did not 
have the firepower to overcome 
the onslaught. 
"We're proud of the effort but 
disappointed with the result," 
said BG assistant coach Ron 
Fogarty. "We don't control our 
own destiny at this point, so we 
just have to focus on how well 
we play Friday night." 
Brett Pilkington's seventh 
goal of the year would put the 
Falcons on top 1-0 at the 6:08 
Jordan Flower BGNews 
CORNERED: After getting swept in two games by Alaska Fairbanks, the 
Falcons now find themselves in llth place in the CCHA. 
mark of the second period in 
Saturday's game. The goal was 
assisted by Alex Foster and Don 
Morrison. Foster's assist was • 
his 36th, which is the most in 
the CCHA. The lead was short- 
lived, though, as UAF would 
answer at the 12:44 mark. 
Braden Walls got a shot past BG 
goalie limmy Spratt in an unas- 
sisted effort and things stayed 
at 1-1 for a while. 
"limmy played excellent, 
although he came out with 
the loss," Fogarty said. "He 
made some outstanding saves 
throughout the course of the 
game, he made the tough shots 
look like routine saves." 
Although he had an outstand- 
ing third period— stopping the 
first 15 shots he faced — Spratt 
could not stop a Lucas Burnett 
shot and the Nanooks took the 
lead 2-1 with just 4:07 remain- 
ing. The goal was assisted by 
Kyle Greentree and Jordan 
Hendry. BG could not muster 
up enough offense to respond. 
They would pull their goalie in 
favor of an extra attacker but 
Braden Walls would score his 
second goal of the night on the 
empty net to put the Falcons 
SPRATT, PAGE 11 
TENNIS 
Romer returns from NY 
to help Falcons in sweep 
Romer battled long 
flights and emotion, 
and then opponents 
By Brooks Obetmeyer 
REPORTER 
The BGSU tennis team came 
up aces this past weekend, 
winning both of their matches 
while conceding only a single 
individual match. The Falcons 
(4-4) improved their home 
record to 3-0 with victories 
over Wright State and Bradley 
at Shadow Valley Tennis and 
Fitness Club in Toledo. 
BG's Heidi Romer returned 
to the team Saturday morn- 
ing after attending her grand- 
father's funeral in New York. 
Despite her emotions and a bit 
of jet leg, Romer went a perfect 
4-0 on the weekend. 
"I was really tired, but I was 
able to block it out." Romer 
said. "I flew out of New York 
at 4 a.m. and didn't get back to 
Bowling Green until 7:30 a.m." 
A few hours later, Romer 
helped Romer defeated 
Bradley's Teri Chan 6-2, 6-4 at 
the No. 3 singles flight and the 
Falcons beat the Braves, 7-0. 
"1 thought Heidi Romer's per- 
formance was amazing," said 
BG coach Penny Dean. "We 
did not even know if she would 
he able to make it back in time 
for the match, and for her to 
play the way she did was great 
to see." 
On Sunday, the Falcons 
downed visiting WSU 6-1 in 
a match that was more com- 
petitive than the final score 
suggested. 
The Raiders (3-5) entered the 
dual on a three-match win- 
ning streak, including a win 
over Akron on Saturday. But 
BG stopped any momentum 
that Wright State had coming 
in, by taking all three doubles 
matches. 
"This match was a lot closer 
than the final score indicated," 
Dean said, 
ROMER, PAGE 11 
Cavs throttle defending champs 
James scores 44 and 
Z and Gooden each 
post double-doubles 
BykwMfcu 
THE ASSOCIATE0 PRESS 
CLEVELAND - The defending 
champions had no answer for 
leBron James. 
lames scored 44 points as 
the Cleveland Cavaliers beat 
San Antonio 101-87 last night 
to end the Spurs' nine-game 
winning streak. 
It was lames' sixth game 
over 40 points this season. He 
went 19-for-33 and added five 
assists and three rebounds, 
lames scored 18 in the third 
quarter and had 36 through 
three periods. 
The win ended a two-game 
slide for the Cavaliers and 
stopped another streak for the 
Spurs — a franchise-record 
nine straight road victories. 
lames got plenty of help 
from Zydrunas llgauskas, who 
had 17 points and 11 rebounds 
and Drew Gooden, who fin- 
ished with 10 points and 10 
rebounds. 
The Cavaliers continue to 
play well at home against the 
NBA's best. They are 14-2 at 
home against teams over .500, 
while just 5-5 against teams 
under .500. 
Down 51-50 early in the third. 
JAMES. PAGE 11 
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Kent all alone in quest for second in MAC 
By Chris Voloschuk 
REPORTED 
Kent Slate: 15-7, 
» (8-3| — The Colden 
[H) Mashes are currently 
in second place in the 
MAC last and are just one of the 
many teams trying to keep up 
with the lalcons. Since losing at 
Western Michigan on ft-b. 4, the 
Flashes haw rattled off two wins 
in a row — 68-65 at home over 
Ball State (13-9) and 68-58 on tin- 
road at Northern Illinois (9-13). 
Kent will look to build on its cur- 
rent momentum this week with a 
game at home tomorrow against 
Ohio and a road game Saturday 
at Akron. 
Did You Know?: Sen iorl orward 
Lindsay Shearer leads the MAC 
in scoring with 19.9 points per 
game.   On Feb. 9, Shearer was 
named to the ESPN the Magazine 
Academic All-District IV First 
Team by CoSlDA. This is the 
third year in a row that she has 
received this honor. The Golden 
Flashes team as a whole leads the 
MAC in defensive rebounds with 
26.68 per game. 
Ohio: 7-15. (4-7) — 
The Bobcats have not 
been performing well 
in the last two weeks, 
as the)' have dropped their last 
four games in a row. the most 
recent loss IxHng an 81-49 blow- 
out at home against Toledo (9-12) 
on Saturday. Oil's schedule is not 
getting any easier, and it will look 
to get it together this week with 
games at Kent State tomorrow 
and Miami (Ol I) on Saturday. 
Did You Know?: Despite the 
recent losing streak, the Bobcats 
boast some MAC leaders in a cou- 
ple of key statistical categories. 
They lead the conference in free 
throw percentage (74 percent) 
and 3-point field-goal percentage 
(37 percent). 
m Miami (OH): 7-15, 
(2-9)—TheRedHawks 
have been struggling 
in MAC play and are 
in the middle of a five-game los- 
ing skid. Their most recent loss 
was a 78-55 beating at lastem 
Michigan (16-6). This was also 
the MAC Women's TV Game of 
the Week, televised on net works 
throughout Ohio. Michigan, 
Chicago and Buffalo. Miami will 
try to turn its fortunes around 
this week with a game at Buffalo 
on Valentine's Day before return- 
ing home for a game against Ohio 
on Saturday. 
Did You Know?: Miami likes 
to attack the glass, and the stat 
sheets certainly prove it. The 
RedHawks lead the MAC in 
Offensive Rebounds Per Game 
with 15.95 and sport the top 
rebounding offense in the con- 
ference, pullingdown40.7 boards 
a game. 
Buffalo: 7-15, (2-9) 
—'ITic Hulls nvirrorthe 
Redhawks in that they 
not only have the same record, 
but they are both currently in 
the middle of losing streaks. The 
big difference for Buffalo is that 
their losing streak has been lon- 
ger (seven games). The Bulls have- 
not been able to put it together in 
the past month andahalf. as they 
have dropped nine ol their last II 
games. This week they will look 
to gel some love (and a win) at 
home on Valentine's Day against 
Miami (Oil) before heading lo 
Athens for a Saturday night game 
against Ohio. 
Did You Know?: Sophomore 
Heather Turner has been very 
effective offensively for the Bulls 
this season. The 6-foot forward 
leads the MAC in both offensive 
rebounds (4.0 per game) and field 
goal percentage (62 percent). 
fc Akron: 4-18, (1-10) 
/TS\ —The Zips are at the 
ffff^ bottom of the 1 asl 
standings and are 
actually, record-wise, the worst 
team in the entire MAC. Since 
winninga non-conference game 
at Lafayette on Dec. 30, the Zips 
have been in a big funk, losing 
10 of their last 11 games, the 
most recent defeat coming al 
home against Central Michigan 
(14-8), 60-44. This week will 
present two chances for Akron 
to get something going in the 
win column, but it definitely will 
not be easy. The first will be a 
home contest tomorrow against 
BGSU, a team that hasn't lost in 
the MAC. The second chance 
will come in yet another home 
game on Saturday against sec- 
ond place Kent State. 
Did You Know?: Akron has 
one of the worst defenses in the 
entire MAC, but there is still 
something positive to report on 
thatsideofthehall. Seniorguard 
Courtney Stewart is ranked sec- 
ond in the conference In steals 
Per Game with 2.91. 
losh Philips BGNttvs 
HIGH H VE: The Falcons had reason to celebrate this weekend with wins 
over Bradley and Wright State at Shadow Valley in Toledo. 
Falcons yield just one 
loss in pair of victories 
ROMER. FROM PAGE 10 
At No. 1 singles, Ashley Jakupcin 
rallied from three games down in 
the second set to defeat Tiffani 
Foster 6-1,6-4. 
The Raiders only point ol the 
day came at No. 2 singles, when 
lessica Lee pushed past BG's 
Jenna Nussbaum in three sets 
6-0,4-6,1-0. 
Romer capped off her weekend 
with a hard fought victory over 
Audra Beckett at No. 3 singles. 
Romer rebounded after losing the 
first set to win 3-6,7-5,1-0. 
In addition to Romer's perfect 
play, Andrea Meister. and sisters 
Ashley and Kelsey Jakupcin, also 
finished 4-0 on the weekend. 
The Falcons look to move above 
.500 for the first time this sea- 
son Saturday when they travel to 
Cincinnati to lake on the Xavier 
Musketeers. On Sunday, BG "ill 
return home to host the Flames 
of Illinois-Chicago at 3 p.m. al 
Shadow Valley. 
"This should be an interesting 
weekend, because both learns 
have similar players and good 
depth." Dean said. 
Springer sets personal best in 800 
ROFIOW, FROM PAGE 10 
The consistent shot put team 
let no one down on this day, 
either. They finished third, 
fourth and eighth with each 
thrower achieving a new per- 
sonal record. Those throw- 
ers were Paris Bussey, Takara 
Dunning, and Whitney 
Hartman, respectively, Lauren 
Bryant finished eighth in 
the 20 lb. weight ihrow, with 
Hartman finishing first. 
Another solid performer 
throughout the year has been 
Jamie Roflow. She ran the mile 
this past weekend, finishing 
second with a time of 5:01.00. 
She also teamed up with 
Angela Raizis, Kim Settle, and 
I.yndi Springer to run Distance 
Medley Relay. They finished 
second in the event, with a 
time of 12:23.05. 
Springer also had set a new 
personal record in the 800, 
with a lime of 2:15.81. That was 
good enough for third place. 
"Jamie ran two solid mile- 
legs yesterday," Sehmann said. 
"She competed very well and 
is ready lo challenge for some- 
titles in the 5k and 3k at the 
league meet where her st rengt h 
and endurance are assets in 
these longer races." 
The next lime these ladies 
will be competing is Feb. 24- 
25 when BG plays host to the 
2006 Indoor Track & Field 
Mid-American Conference 
Championships. The firsl event 
begins at 10:30 a.m. 
"We're making good strides 
and have a lot of momen- 
tum going into the MAC 
Championships," Sehmann 
said This is what these ladies 
have worked so hard for, and 
I am sure they all relish in the 
opportunity to show their skills 
and efforts to the HG commu- 
nity, their teammates, friends 
and family and competitors." 
With the indoor season com- 
ing to a close and the BG track 
team heating up. it should 
make for a very interesting 
meet when the powers of the 
MAC roll into Bowling Green 
next weekend. How the team 
will do is anyone's guess, but 
with the way they have been 
coming on of late, it would be 
no surprise to anyone lo see a 
few more MAC championships 
won bv the falcons. 
Fans chant "MVP" 
for third-year pro 
JAMES. FROM PAGE 10 
the Cavaliers patiently built 
a lead on a 21-10 run fueled 
by James. 
His nightly highlight came 
when he drove around Nazr 
Mohammed under the rim 
for a reverse slam. He fol- 
lowed with a running jumper 
and a free throw to give the 
Cavaliers a 71-61 with 12 sec- 
onds left in the third quarter. 
With lames spending 
some rare minutes on the 
bench, the Cavaliers extend- 
ed their lead to 81-64 early 
in ihe fourth quarter behind 
llgauskas and Eric Snow. 
The Spurs began settling 
for jump shots and never 
recovered. 
James capped his night 
with a steal and a soaring 
dunk. He drew a standing 
ovation moments later when 
he took the bench for the 
final two minutes, the crowd 
chanting "M-V-P." 
GRAB YOUR MATES 
and move in with 
NEWI9VE 
Rentals 
125 CLAY ST. #D: Large unfurnished 
apartment, close to downtown. 
Tentant pays electric and $30 per month 
(or unlimited gas heat. 
131 CLAY ST. #B - D: One bedroom 
unfurnished apartments, close to 
downtown. Tentants pay only electric! 
330 N. CHURCH ST.: Thi 
duplex, large front porch; 
parking. Close to downtown.! 
330 M N. CHURCH ST.: One bedroom 
upper duplex. Cat permitted. 
Tentant pays utilities and $30 per month 
(or unlimited gas heat. 
www.ncwloverentdIs.com 
Stop by or call us at (419) 352-5620 
332 S. Main 
Bowling Green ,     . , ,,      , , , ;. newlovciiiio" urwlnverenlals.com 
Spratt's 36 saves not 
enough over weekend 
SPRATT. FROM PAGE 10 
away with 11 seconds remain- 
ing, making the final score 3-1. 
The Falcons were l-for-8 on 
the power play this weekend 
while successfully killing nine 
of 10 penalties. The lone power 
play goal was scored Friday 
night by Derek Whitmore. 
Spratt recorded a career-high 
36 saves in the loss, as well. 
The  Falcons'  record   now 
stands at 13-18-1 overall and 8- 
15-1 in the CCI1A. They must 
play well down the homestretch 
with four games remaining. 
One good thing the Falcons 
have going is that three of the 
four games are at home where 
they are 9-8 this season. BG's 
final two games are against first 
place Miami. 
BG's next game is at 7:05 p.m. 
Friday against Notre Dame at 
the Ice Arena, 
-  
'OUR PIT STOP TIRE SERVICE. GURRRNTEEIL 
Thank You Toledo litest Tire Stores y/Most Trustworthy Auto Repair for wline us. 
TIRE SAVINGS!      BRAKES      H MECHANICAL § 0IL CHANGE 
25*. :s ANY Mechanical Repaln • 
il^SffiONANY 
*    m-m   m.m       run wm 
ALIGNMENT 
Brake Service ! *EE Alignment ci»<*; 
with Tire Rotation*; 
■W30: 3W10   •* 10*JO IrxlvtfaO    | 
Include* FREE Inep.itlon    |   I 
N'l-mifWHOlHClIx 
1-HOVH MTIW TSW KMC*. MMRAMTUD 
ALL-ST 
AND FACULTY 
SAVE 
AN EXTRA 10% 
Find More Coupons ® thetlreman.com 
UDENTS  ^ ■raaai 
INCLUDES 
Chassis Lubs 
AND 
FREE 
Fluid   Top-Offt 
•*!>.MS Chang* 
February Special 
SIGN UP TODAY AND SAVE 
Campbell Hill Apts 
318 Campbell Hill Rd 
Spacious 2 Bedroom Townhouses 
Featuring 
•A/C 
•Dishwasher 
•Full Basements 
•Garbage Disposals 
•W/D.in select units 
•Microwave 
•on of BG's Largest 2 bedrooms 
• 
GREENBRIAR, INC. 
Hours: 
Mon-Fri: 9am-5pm 
Sat: 9am-1pm 
445 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
419.352.0717 
www.greenbriarrentals.com 
Management Inc. 
www.meccabq.com 
KEEP WATCHING FOR SPECIALS 
LOG ON TODAY TO: 
• View our 2006/2007 availability 
• View pictures, map or locations, 
paperwork and other info to make 
your search easier. 
• www.meccabg.com 
NOW   RENTING   FOR   2006-2007 
Stop by office for listing! 
1045N. Main Suite 7B    419.353.5800 
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402    info@meccabg.com 
\ 
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Methods to succeed 
SUCCESS. FROM PAGE 3 
stressful." Neufeld said. 
Students were then asked 
about their own personal meth- 
ods to relieving stress and were 
handed a seven page packet 
explaining how to limit pro- 
crastination and work toward 
academic success. 
One of the important con- 
cepts in this packet was the 
notion of "thinking (raps," or 
the irrational thoughts that 
come naturally with stress. 
An example of a "thinking 
trap" would be to "discount 
the positives" or to only focus 
on the most negative outcome 
of a given situation. Another 
example would be personal- 
ization, the belief that every- 
thing is affected by the actions 
of the individual. 
Fogo and Neufeld then led 
the students through a relax- 
ation technique using body 
tension and release as a way to 
think clearly and focus. 
Other methods can include 
exercising, fresh air and engag- 
ing in a hobby, even if just for a 
little while. 
As the meeting came to a 
close, the audience asked 
personal questions and read- 
ily talked about being over- 
whelmed. They also talked 
about how they have dealt with 
stress in the past. 
One last piece of advice was 
given by Wendy Fogo, "It is 
really about finding a balance 
between leisure and work, like 
everything else." 
Editor's note: Additional 
BGSU First Year Success pro- 
grams this semester include 
"Beer Goggles: Alcohol Fact vs. 
Fiction" on Feb. 21 and "Oh No! 
Spring Break: ,Vo big deal or is 
it?" on Feb. 28. 
Classified Ads 
372-6977 
The BG News will nui know- 
ing)) .Kci-pi advertisements 
lhal discriminate, or encour- 
age discrimination againsi 
any individual or group on the 
basis DI race. sex. color, creed. 
religion, national origin, sexual 
orientation, disability, status as 
a veteran, or on the basis of any 
other legally protected status. 
The BG News reserves the 
right lo decline, discontinue or 
revise an) advertisement such 
as those found to he defama- 
tory, lacking in factual basis, 
misleading or false in nature. 
All advertisements are subject 
to editing and approval. 
SERVING 
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163 S. Main ■ Bowling Green 
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RNTATE DRIVE 
Kxit igQ Corner of l-~5 and Rt 234 
AM. STADIUM SEATING 
Party in availaMr for birthday 
partira i>r amall Kroupa 
Call for Information 
2 Day Advance Ticket Sales 
GLORY ROAD IN) 4 10 9 SO 
UNDtRWORlO EVOLUIIOMmi 130 7 00 
EHD OF THLSPIAA IPO-Ill I 30 4 15 7 10 945 
BR0«(B»C« MOUMlAINiR I 00 4 00 7 009 55 
FUN WITH 0ICK1 JANE IPO-19) I 00 3 10 
5 20 7 30 9 40 
CHRONICLES OF NARNIA THE LION. THE 
WITCH AND THE WARDROBE IPCI I 15 7 00 
CURIOUS GEORGEiG,' 00 3 05 5 10 7 15 9 20 
THE PINK PANTHER I PHI 145 4 30 / 00 9 30 
FIFIEWM.llr«-ia) 130415700940 
FINAL DESTINATION 3|PJ|       100310520 
7 30 9 50 
. WHEN A STRANGER CALLS (P0-1I)    100 
3 10 5 20730940 
• IG MOMMAS HOUSE 2 (PB-UI    145 4 30 
71M930 
ANNAPOLIS it 111 4.15930 
NANNY MCPHEElPtl I 00 3 15 5 30 7 45 1000 
Si/ir//tia rV 
nilDAt-WWPAVAII W.KV. til SHOWS 11.50 
THE RINGER (P9-11I 520 7 20 9 30 
RFHTPI. '■ 415 7 00940 
roUM. MINE AND 0URS|PG|5 00 7 10920 
WALK THE LINE (PC-131 4 00700940 
MM HAS IT... IP8-1II5 20 7 20 9 20! 30 
CHICKEN LITTLE 1C1 5:10 7:109 10 
Travel 
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
CELEBRITY CRUISE' 
5 Days From $299' Includes Meals. 
Taxes. Entry To Exclusive MTVu 
Events. Beach Parties With Celebri- 
ties As Seen On Real World, Road 
Rules! On Campus Reps Needed! 
www SpnngBreakTrave! com 
1-800-678-6386. 
Spring Break Panama City From 
S1991 Beachfront Rooms at Board- 
walk. Holiday Inn1 Free Party Pack- 
age. Food at MTVu Party Tent1 Ba- 
hamas Cruise $299. Oaytona $179, 
Cancun. Acapulco. Nassau $599! 
SpnngBreakTravel.com 
800-678-6386 
Help Wanted 
'BARTENDING' up to $300/day No 
exp necessary. Training provided. 
Call 800-965-6520 ext 174. 
400 counselors/instructors needed1 
Coed summer camp in Poconos. PA 
Call 800-488-4321wwwlohikan.com 
Best Summer Job - Ever! 
Spend spring & summer outdoors - 
in a garden! Get a work-out & tan 
& get paid! Oak Park Landscape & 
Water Garden Center is hiring full & 
part-time positions lor the upcoming 
season. To quality, you should be a 
people-person', willing to learn, & 
available to work weekends Send 
resume to Oak Park. 3131 Wilkins 
Rd . Swanton. Ohio 43558 or call 
lor an appointment 419-825-1438. 
Need a responsible person with own 
trans.to pick up & watch 3 girls from 
Kenwood School M-F from 3:25 
p.m. until approx 5 p.m.Your home 
or ours If available 8-5 p.m. on 
school days off Please call 352- 
3406. 494-6502. or 494-6191 to re- 
quest an interview. Must have proof 
of drivers license & references to be 
considered 
PART TIME WORK 
$12.75 baseappt flex sched„ all 
ma|ors welcome All ages 18*. sales 
sve. Conditions apply. Call M-F 
419-861-6134. 
1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments 
From Only $475! 
On selected floor plans 
• Ground floor ranch 
• Private entrance 
• Patio 
• Spacious kitchen 
• Pets welcome! 
-FREE HEAT 
it 
VMftllriQUMt 
AMHTMIKT* 
aHH 
1 ShoppnOn l_J SouthkWn 
N 
t 
VARSITY SQUARE 
apartments 
419-353-7715 t=J 
Help Wanted The Daily Crossword Fix      mm 
brouaht to vou bv •■V.i*-~l%*dH 
International health firm needs dis- 
tributors. Six figure ♦ income poten- 
tial. Call for info. 419-409-0090 
PLAY SPORTS! HAVE FUN! SAVE 
MONEY! Maine camp needs fun 
loving counselors to teach alt activi- 
ties. Great summer! Call 888 844 
8080. apply: camocadar.com 
Summer concession stand supervis- 
ing positions available. For interview 
and more information call Tim Dunn 
419-409-1942. 
WSOS Community Action Commis- 
sion, a community based organiza- 
tion focused on the human service 
needs of the disadvantaged is seek- 
ing a qualified individual to be re- 
sponsible tor assisting the teacher 
in the operation of a.m. and/or p.m. 
session in compliance with national 
standards for our Bowling Green 
Center. Required HS diploma or 
GED and commitment to obtain 
COA with prior experience working 
with low-income families. Year 
Round. Part Time. avg. 27.5 
hrs/wk., $8.00 hr. Send resume 
by February 21 to: WSOS CAC. 
Attn, HR TA BG HM  PO Box 590. 
Fremont. OH 43420. Affirmative 
Action Employer-M/F/Vet/Disab 
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ACROSS 
1 Minor tender in India 
2 Italian beach resort 
3 Olympian Devers 
4 Butting heads 
5 No-stress class 
6 2006 Steve Martin role 
7 Barefaced one 
8 Respiratory disorder 
9 Yippee! 
10 Bad advice 
11 Soothing additive 
12 Tach readings 
13 Past tense of "naitre" 
21 Isn't that a sight! 
22 Hit town 
25 Big house 
26 Unifying idea 
27 Lab 101 cell 
29 How to write losses 
31 Fkxida snapper 
32 "It floats'* soap 
33 Mortise mate 
35 _ Beach, S.C. 
36 For a group of singers 
38 Master openers 
39 Set foot, say 
44 Runs the show 
Sheep loser 
"The     Transmission] 
Experts" 
Musher vehicles 
Scrabble piece 
Eve's man 
Comic Rich or Brad 
■    la Douce" 
Disney King 
Discount word 
Remains in a tray 
For Rent 
"tlOUSSS Avail 06-07 Next to BGSU 
5-6 bdrm 321 E  Merry #C 
3 bdrm 315 & 309 1/2 E Merry 
2bdrm 304E CourtUp»326 Leroy Dn 
fiats. 1 S 2 bdrm 316 & 311 E. Merry 
* More see Cartyrentals.com or 
call 419-353-0325 9am 9pm Also 
Apts. & rms. avail now. low as $199 
1 bdrm.. A/C. D/W avail now & smr/ 
fall 06. 9 & 12 mo leases $395 mo 
& 1 mo. deposit. No pets. 854 8th 
St 419-392-3354. 
12 mo. avail.in May. W/D, C/A. 1 
1 2balhs.4bdrm .2 car garage $1350 
mo. plus dep 419-836-7674 or 419- 
360-6060. 
3 bdr home, looking to rent 1 bdrm. 
Walk to campus. W/D. d/wash cable 
TV. internet, off street parking Avail 
Now $360 & util. 440-724-4637. 
3 bdrm house One block from 
campus Avail. May 06. W/D & AC 
One year lease for $1.000 month 
Call 419-787-7577. 
3 bdrm . AC. W/D. close to campus/ 
downtown. Recently remod. Avail in 
Aug. $1200 mo. 419-308-1242. 
3/4 bedroom available May. 
$800 mo 640 S. Summit St 
419-308-9905. 
30 day satisfaction guaranteed. 
1 bdrm & studio starting at $355. 
419-352-0590. 
4 bdrm house availably May 06 
W/D. 2 full baths $1400 mo. 
419-787-7577. 
424 E. Wooster. Lg. 3 bdrm. apt. 
Available Fall. 2006. $900 mo. 
Utilities included. 419-352-5882 
BG Apts -818/822 2nd St. 
2 BR Apts. avail. May or August 
$490 ♦ gas.elec 12 mo. lease 
Smith Apt Rentals 419-352-8917. 
Copper Beech townhouse. Private 
bdrm/bathrm. free cable/DSL inter- 
net $313.75 mo. plus 1/4 elec s wa- 
ter. Immed. occup. (440| 328-9074 
Summer in Maine 
Moles and Females. 
Meet new friends! Travel! 
teach your favorite activity. 
•Tennis •Swim 
•Canoe -Sol 
•Wafer Ski •Kayak 
"Gymnastics 'Archery 
•Srver Jewelry "Rocks 
•English Riding -Ropes 
•Copper Enomeing "Art 
•Basketbal •Pottery 
•Fold Hockey •Office 
•And Morel 
1  Surface life 
6 Nail puller 
10 Stalled construction 
14 Mazda two-seater 
15 Famed framed Mona 
16 1997 Peter Fonda title role 
17 Gaucho's goodbye 
18 Sworn statement 
19 Tug at the heartstrings 
20 Relax! 
23 Morse bits 
24 Purely academic 
25 Sch. auxiliaries 
28 Han Solo's love 
30 On the up-and-up 
34 Resistance measurement 
35 Mournful utterance 
36 Break in twain 
37 Relax! 
40 Set sail 
41 Private English school 
42 Conquistador's gold 
43 Brewery supply 
44 Fulda tributary 
45 _ Mawr College 
46 Bridge coup 
48 El _. TX 
50 Relax! 
56 Confidential assistant 
57 Small-minded 
58 Spine-tingling 
59 Do in 
60 Breton, e.g. 
61 Visual how-tos 
62 Clothes lines? 
63 Nobel Institute city 
64 Traverses 
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Telephone: 419-372-2851 
Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu 
Website: bookstore.bgsu.edu ySHHfrTSHfT^SS^fSr^ x ^^ 
L L 1 — "oon-HOpm  
bookstore 
i/y Monday-Thursday 
fV OOOam-7:30pm 
13 Friday 
^ 9:00am-5:30pm 
For Rent For Rent For Rent 
Grad /Senior Housing 
Highland Management 
130 E Washington Street 
419-354-6036 
12 month lease only 
Office Open 9-3 M-F 
www h19hlandmamt.com 
Quiet Tenants Desired 
Gtad /Senior Housing 
Highland Management 
Homestead/Liberty 
1 and 2 bedrooms 
12 month lease only 
wvyw.bflhiflhlanamgml.aim 
419-354-6036 
Quiet Tenants Desired 
Houses & Apartments 
12 month leases only 
S Smith Contracting. LLC 
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave 
Office Open 10 -2M - F 
yfffw.bflacarlnients.com 
^i% SEND YOUR 
^VALENTINE A 
"Heart-Shaped" 
Pizza yfk? 
Male has lurnished room for rent 
with freedom of house Must be 
dean, neat. S responsible. $200 de- 
posit, $250 renl. Call 419-354-6117. 
PERRY LAKE VILLAGE 
15 MINUTES FROM CAMPUS 
STUDENTS WELCOME 
1. 2, 3 BEDROOMS $499 - $699 
419-874-7274 OR 1-888-544-4647 
Seeking 1 additional lemale room- 
mate. 3 bdrm. t 5 bath, house on S 
Summit, from 8/15/06-8/15/07. Rent 
is $350/month * utilities. Call Kristi 
for details at 4t9 494-6911 
Sublease. 1 bdrm., gas, water, high 
spd. internet incl. Free shuttle to « 
from campus. Feb. 10 thru June 30. 
419-409-0842. 
Subleaser Needed Immediately 
117 N. Main #6. $345/month 
1 bdrm 419-373-1713. 
Subleaser Needed 
Big. Spacious House 
$275 mo ♦ utilities 330-701-8575 
Summer rmtes. needed Fully lurn. 
3 bdrms.. 2 baths. Close to campus. 
$400 mo incl. util. 419-262-1368. 
Three Bedroom Houses for Rent 
12 mo. lease - starting May 06 
453 S Prospect A - $720 ♦ util. 
605 5th St. A - $720 ♦ util. 
609 5th St.   $915 +util 
419-352-8917 
Valentines 
Campus Polleyes & 
Pagliais Pizza says 
Be My Valentine 
Jun» to August. Residential. 
En/oy out website. 
Apply online. 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls: 
1-800-997-4347 
www.tilDDlakecamo.com 
t THE TANNING CENTER ientfM M Snp» two ; 2 FREE VISITS 1 with any 10 visit i package purchase 
32 Rooms Ruailable!! 
noliKkkn' ■ 
IV: 
THE HEAT 
904 E. Wooster    r- 5 bids, 1 booth 
419 352-3588     L closest to campui 
S0UTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT 
993 S Main r S btfJi. 2 booths 
419-353-8826      L appt available 
THE WASH HOUSE 
248 N. Main        r 17 kedt, 2 booths 
419-354-1559      L no appt needed 
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